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HABEAS CORPUS ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 197 




. writ of habeas corpus, of ... . .... 1 (3, 4) 
Affidavits 
. complaints justified by ..... .. ... 1( 1) 
. contempt of court, where .. ... ...... 3 
. returns, re . . .. .. .. . . ... . .. ... ..... 7 
Applications 
. writ of habeas corpus, for .. . ... ... 1 ( l ) 
. . notice of .... ....... .... ..... . 1 (2) 
Certiorari-See Writ of certiorari 
Committal 
. sureties, neglect or refusal re .. . ..... 4 
Contempt of court 
. writ of habeas corpus disobeyed ..... 3 
Court of Appeal 
appeal ... . ....................... 9 
motion for writ heard by ... ... I (3, 4) 
remand to custody, from, 
appeal to ............ 8 (1), 12(2, 4) 
. hearing of ............ 8(2), 12(3, 4) 
replacement by Divisional Court ... 12 
writ of habeas corp11s returnable 
to ................... 1(1), 12 (1, 4) 
Divisional Court 
appeals from .... . ................. 9 
Court of Appeal replaced by .. ..... 12 
remand to custody, from, 
appeal to ... ..... . ... 8(1), 12(2, 4) 
. hearing of. ...... .. . .. 8(2) , 12(3, 4) 
writ of habeas corpus 
returnable to ......... 1(1), 12(1, 4) 
Habeas corpus-See Writ of habeas 
corpus 
Judge 
. adjournment directed by . ..... 1 (3, 4) 
writ of certiorari directed by ..... . ... 5 
writ of habeas corpus awarded by .. I (1) 
return of writ, procedure where ..... 6 
Notice 
. applications, of ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . 1 (2) 
Recognizances 
. contempt, where ... . .. . .... .... .. . 4 
Remand to custody 
. appeal from ........ .... 8(1) , 12(2, 4) 
.. hearing of. ....... . .. 8(2), 12 (3, 4) 
Return to writ 
. inquiry re facts alleged .. . .......... 7 
· . procedure on ............. . ..... .. 6 
Rules Committee 
. r ules of practice by ............. . .. 11 
Service 
writ of habeas corpus, of ....... .. ... 2 
Sureties 
. contempt, where .................. 3 
. . committal for refusal or neglect re . . 4 
Warrants 
. contempt of c<mrt, for ............. 3 
. remand to custody upon.8(1). 12(1, 4) 
Writ of certiorari 
. issue of ..... . ... . ................. 5 
. procedure on return to .......... ... 6 
Writ of habeas corpus 
. application of Act to . ............. 10 
awarding of ... . ........ 1(1), 12(1, 4) 
disobedience of. ..... . .............. 3 
service of .......................... 2 
HALIBURTON ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 198 
Administration of justice 
. Haliburton part of Victoria for ...... 4 
Appeals 
. assessment, from .......... .. ...... 12 
. justices, from ... . ... . ..... . ...... 6 
Assessment 
. appeals from ..... ....... ..... . . .. . 12 
By-laws 
grist mills, re .. . .......... ... . ... 14 
. money, re ......... . ... . . . .. .. . 14(8) 
. railway companies, aid to . ........ . . 2 
. voting on ... . ......... ... .. 14(3, 5, 6) 
Clerk of the reace 
. returns o convictions to .... ... • . .. 7 
Committal and detention 
. jails used for .. .. .. . .. ... .......... 9 
Corporation-See Council 
Council 
assessment by, appeals from ....... 12 
grist mills, a id to .... .. ....... . 14{1) 
. board of d:rectors elected ..... 14 (7) 
meetings, location of. ... ....... . . .. 3 
status .. ............... . ....... . . I 
County corporation-See Council 
County council-See Council 
County of Victoria 
. Haliburton as part of . ............. 4 
. jails used by ....... .... .......... . . 9 
Courts 
. Victoria of, use of .. ........ 5, 6, 12 (I) 
Grist mills 
. by-laws re .. . . ... . .... . . .... ... ... 14 
. stock holding in ........ 14(1) (b), (7) 
Jails 
. employees ....................... 11 
Lindsay, committal t o . .. ....... 9, 10 
. providing of ...................... 8 
.. common use of .................. 9 
Justice of the peace 
. appeal from .... . .......... . ... . . . 6 
. returns on convictions by ..... . .. .. 7 
. rights of . .... . ... . .. . ....... . .... S 
Meetings 
. council of, location of. . . ..... . . . ... 3 
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Provisional county-See also Council 
. ja ils used by ............ . ... ... 9, 10 
. justice of the peace of . ... ... .. . . . . . 5 
. Victoria, as part of .. ... ....... . ... 4 
R ailway companies 
. aid t o, by-laws for .... • . . .. ..... ... 2 
Registry office 
. location of .. . ......... . ... ....... 13 
Returns of convictions 
. justices, by . .... ........ . . ........ 7 
Sessions 




Vol. 2, Chap. 199 
Act 
. administration of .. . .. . .... .. . . . ... 2 
Audit 
. Board, of ... . ........ . ..•.. . .. .. . . 8 
Board 
audit of ..... . ......... . ....... ... 8 
composition of ...... . • ........ . 3(1) 
contracts by .. .... .. . ...... . .... 3 (3) 
defined ...... .. ................ l (a) 
functions ...... ............. . .. 3(2) 
officers and employees ....... .... .. 5 
Registra r directed by .. . ...... .. .. .4 
seal a dopted by ..... . ........ . . 3(4) 
Collector 
. records of, inspection of ..... .. 6( 1, 2) 
Contracts 
Board, by ... .. .. . ...•......... 3(3) 
Definitions .............• . • ...... . ... l 
Eligibility 
. determined by Board .. . . . .. .. 3(2) (a) 
Employer 
. records of, inspection .......... 6( 1, 2) 
Inspector 
. designation of. ................ . 6(1) 
. inspection by ...... .. ...... .. 6( 1, 2) 
. obstruction of .................. 6(3) 
Minister of Health 
. Act administered by. . ............ 2 
Moneys 
. paid by I3oard .................... 7 
Offence and penalty ..... . . .. . . ..... 6(3) 
Premiums 
. collection by 13oard .. .. ....... 3(2) (a} 
Records 
. iloard, of. .................. 3(2)(b) 
. inspection of .. ..... ... . . ..... 6(1, 2) 
HEALTH INSURANCE SEC. 
REGISTRATION 
BOARD ACT-Con . 
Registrar 
. appointment. ......... . . . ... ...... 4 
. defined . ............. ..... .. . . . l(b) 
. inspection cirected by ...... . .... 6(1) 
Registry 
. cent ral, of Board ...... . . .. ... 3 (2)(b) 
Seal 
. Board, adoption by . ... • .... . . . . 3(4) 
HEALTH SERVICES 
INSURANCE ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 200 
Agent-See Designat ed agent 
Agreements 
agents, with . ...... . . ............. S 
. contribution by employer, for .. . 10(2) 
. . requirements of Act exceeded 
by ......................... 10(3) 
Applications 
. insurance, for ...... .. ..... • ... . 6(1) 
. mandatory group, for ... .... . ... 9(2) 
Assistance 
. premiums, in payment of .......... 17 
. . temporary .... ........... .. . . .. 18 
. . . regulations re . . .. . ...... .. 3 2 (f} 
Board 
a pplications for insura nce to ..... 6( 1) 
. mandatory group, for ... .. .... 9(2) 
collector approved by . . . .. ..... 11 (1) 
collector's groups designated by . . 11 (4) 
defined ........................ 1 (a.) 
functions and powers ............ 4(1 ) 
information to Council by . . . . . . 27 (2) 
premium assistance by ....... . .. .. 17 
. temporary ....... ....... ... .... 18 
Chairman 
. council, of . .... .. ............. 26(2) 
Claims 
agent s, paid b y .......... . ...... S(c) 
. assessmen t and approval of . ..... 4(2) 
. committee, referred to ....... . .. . . 28 
. cost of services, regula tions re ... 32(i) 
Collective a greement 
. arrangements enforced as . ... ... 10(3) 
Collector 
. approval of .... . ...... . ...... . 11(1} 
. service charges by ....... .. .... 11 (3) 
Collector's group 
. creation of .......... ...... .... 11(1) 
. dependants included in .... ...... 6(2} 
. premiums Qf, liability to pay .... 11 (2) 
Committee 
. claims referred to ...... . .... . .... 28 
. regulations re .... ....... ... .. . 32(k) 









. council to investigate ..... ... 27(l)(a) 
. in\'estigation by profession of ... . 23 ( 4) 
Forms 
. regulations re .. . .. .. . .. . .. .... 32(q) 
Government of Canada 
Contribution 
. employer, by ................ 10(2, 3) 
. go,·ernment of Canada, by ...... 21(3) 
Council 
creation and composition of ..... 26(1) 
defined .. ...... . . . ..... .. ... .. . l ( b) 
functions ........ . . .. ........... . 27 
. additional, regulations re ... . . 32( l) 
quorum .. . .. .. ...... . . .. . .... 26(4) 
vacancies ... .............. . ... 26(3) 
. collector's group requested by ... 11 (4 ) 
. contribution by . .. ........... . . 21(3) 
Fees 
commutation of . . .. ... . . .... . .. . . 20 
. new sched1de by regulation . .. 21(2, 3) 
. plan, more thc.n payable under .. . 22( 1) 
. revision of schedule ............ 21 ( 1) 
Health Services Insurance Council-
See Council 
Deductions 
. remuneration of employee, from. 10(1 ) 
. . liabi lity 0£ employee a fter .. . .. 10(4) 
Definitions ........ .. ...... . ... . ..... I 
Health Services Insurance Division 
. subrogation of, regulations re . . . 32(11) 
Immigrants 
. enrolment of ... ......... . ...... ... 8 
Dependants 
. coverage of .............• ...... 6(2) 
. defined ...... . . . ........ . .... . . l (c) 
. regulations r e ... . ....... ...... 32(b) 
Designated agent 
application for insurance to ..... . 6(1) 
. mandatory group, for .. . ...... 9(2) 
defined ..... ..... ....... . ...... 1 (d) 
designation or ..... ... .... . ........ s 
. regulations re ............... 32 (j) 
functions of ...................... S 
informat ion to Council by ...... 27(2) 
par ticulars of ser vices to ........ . 22(2) 
secrecy by . . .. . ....... . ...... . 23 (1) 
Director 
Information 
confidential. .......... . ..... .. 23( I) 
. evidence, as . .. ........... . .. 23(5) 
. exceptions ......... . . ...... 23(2-4) 
council, to .... ... . ..... . ...... 27(2) 
plan , to ... . .................. .. . 24 
services, re, Director, to ...... 22(2, 3) 
Insured health services 
deemed, regulations re ....... 32(g, h) 
defined .. . ..... . ...... ....... .. 1 (/) 
other contracts for .. .... ... .. . .. . '25 
payment to insured for cost of. ... 7 (1) 
. amount of ... .... . ............. 19 
plan to provide costs or. ....... . . 3(1) 
claims assessed by .. ... ........ .4(2) 
. committee to, referred by ....... 28 
defined .. .. ......... ......... .. 1 (e) 
duties, regulations re . ..... .. .. . 32(1) 
information to Council by ... . .. 27(2) 
particulars of services to ........ 22(2) 
. deemed a u thorized by patient. 22(3) 
Eligibility 
. determined b y agents .. ...... .. . S(a) 
. determined b y Board .. . ......... 4(1) 
Insured 
defined . ...... . .. . ..... .... .... I ( g) 
dependants oi .... . . ............ 6(2) 
member of mandatory group an .. 9(3) 
physician, choice of. .. . .. . ........ I S 
residency, change of ......... . .... 16 
right to become ...... ....... ... 6(1) 
right to payment by ........... . 7(1) 
. commencement of ... .... .... . 7(2) 
. regulations re . . ... . . . ....... 32( o) 
Employees 
. deemed, regulations re .......... 32(c) 
. mandatory group, in .... .... .. . . 9(1) 
. . deductions from remuneration 
or. .................... 10(1, 4) 
M andatory group 
. conditions for ... ....... . ...... . 9(1 ) 
dependants included in .. . ....... 6(2) 
. members are insured persons ..... 9(3) 
. voluntary creation of . ........... 9(2) 
Employer 
. contributions by ... ....... ... 10(2, 3) 
. deductions by ......... . . . ..... 10(1) 
. servi<.:e charges b y ............. 10(5) 
Minister 
agents designated by .. . .. , ........ S 
commutation of fees by .. .. ....... 20 
defined . . ....... . . .. . .......... I ( h) 
Enrolment 
dependants ............... . . . ... 6(2) 
. immigrants ... ..... . .. . .... . ... ... 8 
. regulations re ......... . ....... 32(a) 
. subscribers, of ........... . ...... S(a) 
Expenditures 
. payment of . ... . . ... •.... . . .... . . 34 
Evidence 
. information as ... .. . . ..... . .... . . 23 
plan administered by ........ ... ... 2 
report to Assembly by ..... . ...... 33 
Notice 
patient to, re kes ... . . .. .. . .... 22(1) 
. schedule of fees, revision of ..... 21 (1) 
Offences and penalties 
. payments received by fraud .. ... . . 29 
. premiums, faili.1fe to remit ... ...... 30 








Ontario Medical Association 
. discussions with by Council. .. 2i(l )(c) 
. schedule of fees of. ......... . .. 19(1) 
.. revision of ................ .. 21(1) 
P atient 
notice re fees by physician to .... 22(1) 
. particulars of services to ........ 22(2) 
. physician, chosen by .............. 15 
Payment 
. amountof ..... ... ......... ... 19(1) 
.. physician outside Ontario ..... 19(2) 
practitioners ... . ............ 19(3) 
Physician 
commutation of fees of ............ 20 
discipline of ......... . ........ . 23(4) 
defined .... .. ...... ... ......... I (i) 
notice to patient re fees by ...... 22(1) 
particulars of service provided 
by ......................... 22(2) 
. deemed authorized by patient.22(3) 
patients, choice oL . . ....... ... ... 15 
payment for services of . ........ 19(1) 
. outside Ontario, where ....... 19(2) 
Plan 
administration by Minister ......... 2 
audit of ........ . ..... . ... . .... 3(2) 
complaints re, ill\·estigation 
of. . .. ... ...... . ... .. .... 27(l )(a) 
defined . .. ........ . .... . .... . . . I (j) 
established ..................... 3(1) 
expenditures for .............. . ... 34 
purposes ... ...... .............. 3 ( 1) 
. other programs for, regulations 
re ........................ 32(p) 
recommendations re ......... 27 (I)( b) 
Practitioner 
commutation of fees of. ........... 20 
defined ........................ I ( k) 
discipline of ................... 23(4) 
information given by ... . ....... 23(4) 
notice to patient re fees by ...... 22(1 ) 
particulars of service pro\"ided 
by .. . . ....... . .. . . . .. .. .... 22(2) 
. deemed authorized by patient. 22 (3} 
patients, choice of ... . ............ 15 
payment for services of. ........ 19(3) 
remuneration of ..... .. .... . ... ... 20 
Premiums 
amounts payable ............ ..... 13 
. regulations re ............... 32(c) 
assistance for paying . .. ... .... Ii, 18 
. regulations re . . . . . . ........ 32 (/) 
collect ion of, by board ........... 4 ( I) 
. agents, by ................... S(b) 
. . regulations re ........ ..... 32(1l) 
contribution by employer 
towards ........... .. ..... 10(2, 3) 
deductions for ................. J 0 ( I) 
failure to remit .... . ...... ..... 30( I ) 
. liability wh ere corporation.30(3), 31 
order to pay where ........... 30(2) 
mandatory group, liabil ity to 
pay ............... . ...... 10( 1, 2) 
Premiums-Con . 
payment by go\"ernment of 
Canada of .................. 11 (4) 
rates, recommendations re .... 27(l)(d) 
remission of ..................... 14 
. regulations re ............... 32(d) 
t rust, deemed held in ... .... .... .. 12 
Professiona~ discipline 
. information to maintain ........ 23(4) 
Provincial auditor 
. Plan audited by .......... ...... 3(2) 
. . repor t .. . .. : ........ . ......... 33 
Registrar 
. defined ........................ I (l) 
. d uties, regulations re ........... 32(t) 
Regulations 
. a ut horized ................. • . .... 32 
. defined . .. .............. ...• . . . l (m) 
Report 
. Minister , of ..... . ............... 33 
Residency 
. change of . .. .... • ......... • ..... 16 
Resident 
. defined .... .. . .. ....... .. ...... I (n) 
. insurance, right of ........... . .. 6(1) 
Service charges 
. collector, by ... .... ... ........ 11 (3) 
. employer, by ..... .. ........... 10(5) 
Statistics 
. information as ................. 23(3) 
Subscribers 
. agents, enrolled by .. . . .... . ... . S(a) 
Treasurer of Ontario 
payments by insu rers to, 
regulations re . ..... ...... ... 32(111) 
premiums 1-.eld in trust for ......... 12 
. payable to . .... . ............... 14 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
Sec Seconda~y Schools and Boards 
of Education .\ct. 
HIGHWAY 
IMPROVEMENT ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 201 
Access 
Act 
closing-Se-. Closing; Closing of road 
controlled-See Controlled-access 
highway; Controlled-access road 
creating, to King's Highway . ...... 28 
. insufficiency \\<lt affecting contri-
butions rosuburban roads ....... 69 
Action 
damage by disrepair of King's 
Highway ................. 30(3· 10) 









. county roads grant . . . ... .. . .. . .4 7 (4) 
. township roads grant. ..... .. .. . 7-t.(6) 
. urban roads grant .. .... . . . . . . . 78(5) 
Advertising devices 
con trolled-access 
highway . . . .. .. ... . 35(2)( e) , (3- 12) 
. county roads .. .. .. . . . 61(1)( b), (2, 3) 
. King's Highway .. . .. . 31 (2)(c) , (3- 10) 
Agreement 
connection, etc., for King's 
Highway . ..... . ... .. ..... . 19(3-8) 
copy to .i\linister on taking over 
highway. . . . . . . . . . . . 17 (2) 
development road ..... . . ... .. .. 85(2) 
extra work for municipality .. . . . .. . SS 
fences along King's Highway .... 27'(6) 
higher standard . .......... . ... 24(4) 
industrial road maintenance .. ... .. 40 
land for expressway and freeway . .. 91 
removal of objects near road ... . 99(1) 
roadway wi<lth . . . . ....... . ... . .. . 21 
service roads to controlled-access 
highway ...... . .... . ...... .. .. 36 
tertiary road servicing in winter. 38(4) 
transportation system studies ...... 20 
urban road extending, etc., 
county roads .. .. ..... ... ..... . 56 
. exempting from any other · 
contribution . . ... ......... S7'(6) 
widening of road ...... . . ... .... . 100 
Alteration of features of land 
compensation-See Compensation for 
damage to land 
. notice ........... . .. .. ...... 11 (1, 2) 
. power of Minister ... . .... ... ... 4 ( b) 
Alternative rou.tes 
. closed King's Highway .... . .... 25(2) 
. road closed for work . . . . 94(2) 
Amendment 
. county road by-law .. .... .. . .. .41 (S) 
Animals 
. straying on King's 1!ighway ..... 29(2) 
Appeal 
. Board's determination of 
damages .. . .... . ...... .. .. 12(3-5) 
. closing of road ..... ... . .. 34(5), 89(S) 
Apportionment of cost 
extra work on county road for 
municipality ...... . . ... . . ... 55(5) 
King's Highway connection, 
etc .... ... .. . .... ..... .. . . 19(6-8) 
service roads ... .... . . . ... . .. . . ... 36 
suburban roads . .. .. ... . . .. ... . 66(1) 
urban road extending, etc., 
county road . .... .. . . . . ... 56(6-13) 
. culverts and bridges . .. ..... . 56(16) 
Appropriation 
annual urban, for suburban 
roads . ... .. .... . ........... . 68( 1) 
. county's, for suburban roads .... 66(2) 
Assurnptiort plan 
. correction .... .. . ... .. ............ 7 
. presumptions and va lid ity ......... . 8 
. registration and no licc . . ..... . .. 6(1 ) 
Barricades 
closed King's Highway ....... . . 2S (3) 
closing roa d to controlled-access 
highway . ..... . . . . . ......... 3~(6) 
road closed to work . ... . ....... 9-1 (3) 
Board 
closing of ro2.d to controlled-
access ltighway .. ...... .. .. 34(2-4) 
closing of road to con trolled-
access road ... . . ... ....... . 89(2-4) 
defined . . . . . .. . ......... .. . . ... l(a) 
determination of d amages ....... 12(2) 
dispute re roads or bridges .. .. 58(2-4) 
road widening contributions . . .. 100(2) 
Bonus 
. tree pla nting . .. . ... . . .. ... . . 27(-1, 5) 
Borrowing-See Debentures 
. county road constr uction .... .. .... 4S 
Bridge 
county, maii:tenance and disposal .. Sl 
defined . ...... . . ... . .... .. .. .. . l {b) 
township roads grant increase. 74(4) (a) 
urban road extending, etc., 
county road, cost . . .... . .... 56(16) 
urban roads ~rant increase . .. 78(3) (a ) 
Buildings- See Structures 
Business 
near controlled-access 
highway ... .... .... 35(2)(/), (3-12) 
near King's Highway . . 31 (2) (d), (3-10) 
By-laws 
. closing of municipal road ... . ... 89(2) 
copies to 1\1 inistcr on taking 
over highway ..... ... .. ... . . 17 (2 ) 
county road system ... . . ... . . _ .. .. 41 
. committee, appointment ... . .. .. 42 
. debenture borrowing for 
construction . . ... .. . ....... .. 45 
. superintendent, appointment ... . 43 
_ yearly exp:!nditure estimates .... _. 46 
debentures for extra work .... .. . 5J (8) 
extent of approval. . . ..... . . ... . . 103 
higher taxation areas in township . . . 76 
King's Highway connection, ctc . . 19(1) 
land acquisition for widening-.. . 100(3) 
permits for structures near county 
roads ... .. .. . ............. 61 (2, 3) 
prohibiting plants, structures, etc. 
nearroa d ......... . . . ... .. . 99 (4) 
prohibiting priva te access to 
controlled-access road . . . . .... 90(1) 
roadway wiclth agreement ...... . . . 21 
subway expendilure estimates .87(2, 3 ) 
township roacls expenditure ... 71 (2-4) 
lownship superinte ndent 
appointment ... . ... . . . ...... 70(1) 






urban appropriation for suburban 
roads ......... . ............. 66(3) 
urban roads expenditure . ......... 77 
. debentures for count y road 
extension, etc .... ....... .. 56 ( 19) 
Canada 
. construction of roads for ........ .. 62 
Cattle 
. straying on King's Highway .... 29(2) 
Certificate 
. money disbursements on county 
roads .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .44 
Cities-See also Expenditures; 
Municipalities; Urban roads 
appropriation for suburban roads ... 68 
contributions toward county road . 54 
easing control over ad jacent 
areas ...................... 31 (4) 
controlled-access highway . ...... 35(4) 
extensions or connections with 
King's Highway .. . . .. . .. . ...... 83 
suburban roads commission ... 63(3-12) 
Closing-See also Closing of road 
. county bridge .... .. ..... ... ... 51 (4) 
. King's Highway .................. 26 
. . during works .................. 25 
Closing of road 
connecting with King's Highway. 22(2) 
. during work ......... . . .. ..... . .. 9-1 
. intersecting controlled-access 
highway . . . . . ...... 34, 89 
Conunission 
rights of township . .. .. ..... ... .. IOI 
suburban roads .. ..... ......... .. . 63 
county r oads committee, as .. . 42(7) 
. extra-work agreement ... ... .. ... SS 
. road widening agreement of 
municipality with ...... .. ... JOO 
Committee 
county road ... . .. .. ..... .... ... .42 
. approval of money disburscments.44 
. road wirlening agreement of 
municipalit}' with ........... 100 
Compensation for damage to land 
appeal from Board .. . . .. . .. . . . 12(3-5) 
application. . . . . . . . . . . ..... 10 
claim .... ......... ........ .... 11 (3) 
closing private access to road .. 90(6, 7) 
determination on differences ..... 12(2) 
erection of snow fences ......... 27 (8) 
inlcrcst ..... .... ................ 14 
payment ................ . ....... 15 
right ........................ 12(1) 
statement on demand ............. 13 
structure or plant removal. .. 31(9, 10) 
. conlrol!ed-access highway .. 35(9, 10) 
Connections 
King's Highway, construction by 






. county road by-laws . . . ...... . .41 (6) 
Construction 
application of closing provisions. 9-1(6) 
defined ........................ l(c) 
Indian resen·e or Canada roads .. . . 62 
local sidewalks ................... 97 
roads or br idges, disputes ......... 58 
suburban reads ................ 63(2) 
Contributions- See also Agreement 
city, to county roads . . .. . .... . ... 54 
county, towards urban roads ....... 57 
deduction from expenditure in 
township statements . ........ 74(2) 
road widening, by county ...... 100(4) 
town, to county roads . .......... . 54 
urban roads expenditure deduction . 8 1 
Controlled-access highways 
. closing of intersecting roads ....... 3-1 
. designat ion .. ..... . . ............. 33 
Controlled-access road 
closing of municipal road 
intersecting . .......... .. ....... 89 
designation by municipality ....... 88 
prohibiti-0n of private access to ..... 90 
Corporation 
. suburban roads commission .... 63(11) 
Costs-See also Apportionment of cost; 
Expenditures 
. Government, payment .. . ... . .... 105 
. King's Highway connection, 
apportionment ...... .. .... . 19(6-8) 
Counterclaim 
. damai('es for disrepair of King's 
Highway ................... 30(8) 
County 
contribution towards urhan roads .. 57 
extra wo.rk agreement with 
municipality .... ...... .. ....... 55 
powers over assumed roads ... . .. .. 59 
powers over land adjacent to 
roads .. .. . .................. 60(1) 
urban road ai('rec mcnt. . . . . . . 56 
. cxemptin~ from any other 
cont ribution ....... .... ... 57(6) 
County court judge 
. removal of objects ne;1r road .. 99(2, 3) 
County or district court 
. judge's warrant to put down 
resist a nee .... . ........ 10-l, For m 1 
County roads 
annual statement and grant . .. ... .47 
city contributions ....... .... .. ... 54 
committee-See Committee 
conflict of by-laws re adjacent 
land ............... . ....... 60(2) 
control of adjacent areas ... . .. . ... 61 
debenture borrowing for 
construct ion ........ . ......... .45 
intersections witb non-county roads.52 









maintenance and expenditures 
therefor . . .. ... .... . . . .. .... . . .-18 
:\! inister's requirements .. . .. .. _ .. .-+9 
money disbursements . . .. . . .. . .... -14 
planting of t"rees . . . . . . .... . . .... . 98 
sidewalks not required ... ... .. .... 53 
superintendent-See Superintendent 
system .. .... . . . .. .... . . .... __ .. -H 
. avoidance of need for bridges .. 51(4) 
town contributions . . .. . ..... . ... . 5-l 
Court of Appeal 
appeal from Board . ... . . . .... 12(3-5) 
. closing of r oad for con trolled 
access .... .. . . .... . 34(5) , (89(5) 
Crown 
closed King's Highway, no 
lia bility to user ... . ....... ... 25(4) 
land, taking and surrender .. .. . .. . . 3 
property ... ..... . . . ... _ . .. . . . .. 2(1) 
tertiary road creating no 
liability .. .. ........ . .. .. ... . . 38(3) 
Crown Land Plans 
correct ion . .. . .. . ...... . . . . . ... .. . 7 
. deposit and registration ... . . . . ... 3(1) 
. presumptions and va lidity ... . .. . . .. 8 
Culvert 
township roads grant 
increase . .......... _ .... . .. 74(-l)(a) 
urban road extending, etc., 
county road, cost .......... . 56(16) 
urban roads grant increase .. . 78(3) (a) 
Damages- See also Compensation for 
damage to land 
construction of sidewalk 
causing .... . .. .. . . .. . .. .. ... 97(3) 
defec t of municipality's part of 
county roa d.. . . . . . . . 55(9) 
disrepair of King's Highway .. 30(2, LO) 
Debentures 
city or town contribution to 
county roads .... ......... .... . 5-l 
connection with King's 
Highway ...... . . .. ...... . .. 19(1 ) 
county road construction .. .... . .. -15 
extension of King's Highway .. . . 19(1 ) 
greater roadway width . .... . ... 21(2) 
municipal, for extra work on 
county roa d .. . . .. . . ......... 55(8) 
urba n, for staburban roads ... .. 68(2--l) 
urban road extending, etc., 
county road ... ........ . . . .. 56(t9) 
Debris 
. deposit near road .... . . . . . ...... .. 96 
Definitions .. ........ . .. .. ....... .. .. I 
Department See also Minister 
defined . ..... _ .... . ... . ........ l (d) 
maincenance of King's 1lighway .... 30 
planting of trees on King's 
llighway .. .. ..... .. .. .. . 27(1, 4) 
Department- Cort. 
repair of road at expense of 
municipa lity... . . . . . . . . . 95 
. road widening agreement of 
municipality with. . . . . ... _ ... 100 
Deposit 
. Crown I.and Plans ............. 3(1) 
Deputy Minister 
. clcfinerl .. 
Destruction 
. . . . .. . ......... l (e) 
. barricades of closed road .. . . . . .. 9-1(5 ) 
.. King's Highway .. .. . .... . ... 25(.S) 
. trees along King's Highway . . . .. 27(2) 
Detours-See Alternative routes 
Development roads 
. designation and agreements .... .. . . 85 
Disputes 
. municipal, re roads and bridges .... 58 
Diversion of highway 
connecting with King's 
Highway. . . _ . ........... 22 (2) 
Drainage 
. King's llighway, powers; . .. ..... . . 23 
. superintendent's power .... ..... . .. 92 
Entry upon land 
closing privat~ access to road .. .. 90(-l) 
compensation- See Compensation for 
damage to land 
erection of sn:iw fen ces . . . .. . . 27(8, 9) 
:\linister's power .. . .. . . ... . ... . -l (a) 
notice.. .. .. . . . ...... ... .. 11 (1, 2) 
warrant to pi;t down resistance . . . 10-1 
Engineers 
. King's Highway drainage . ..... . 23(2) 
Entranceway 
. construct ion to King's 
Highway .................. . . .. 28 
Errors or omissions 
plan, corrnction .. . .. . . ... . ... .. ... 7 
suburba n roacls contributions 
not affec ted .. . .. .. .. .. . ... . ... '69 
Estimates 
. year expenditure on county roads . . . 46 
Exemptions 
. regulations re intersections in 
unorganized territories ...... . ... 32 
Expenditures 
county road .... . .. ........ ... ... -18 
county briC:ges ... . ... . ... .. 51 (I , 2) 
. estimates ... . .. . . .... ... .... . . -!6 
. ferry service .. . ............ .. .. SO 
grants toward. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... -17 
go~·ernment, payment . .. .... 105, 106 
suburban roa ds . .. . .... .. . . .. . . 65(1) 
. apportionment .. ... .. ...... . 66(1 ) 
Toronto subway . .. . ........ 87(1 ) (c) 
. estimate to :\linister . .... .. 87(2, 3 ) 
. state rl1ent .. .. ..... ...... . .. . 87(-1) 









. township roads .............. 71 (2-5) 
. cost of ferry for island ... .... . 7 3(2) 
. exclusion or levies for county 
roads.... .. . . .... ..... . 7-4(5) 
. sharing by city or town .... ..... 75 
urban roads ............ .. . 79, 80, 82 
aid towards township roads .. .... 84 
deduction of contributions ....... 81 
estimates to l\linister ........... 77 
statement am;! petition for 
grant . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . 78(1, 4) 
Expressways 
. agreements re land for ........... 91 
Expropriation of land 
. local municipalit}' .... ... . . .. ... 55(3) 
. :\linister . ...... ... :' .. ........... 9 
Extensions 
. King's Highway, construction by 
municipalities .................. 19 
Fees 
permits re land near King's 
Highway .............. 31(12) 
. controlled-access . ....... .. . 35(12) 
Fences 
agreement .................... 2 7(6) 
closing road to controlled-access 
highway. .. . . . . . . . ......... 34(6) 
insufficiency, no liability ........ 30(3) 
snow, entry on land for 
erection. . . . . . . . ....... .. 27(8, 9) 
Ferry service 
. cost for isl:\nd township .•...... 7 3(2) 
. county road system including .. .. . . SO 
Form of warrant. ............. . Form 1 
Freeways 
. agreements re land for ............ 91 
Gasoline pumps 
near county road ...... 61 (l)(a), (2, 3) 
Gate 
. construction to King's Highway .... 28 
Government 
. county road by-law approval. .. .41 (7) 
Grading 
. approaches to King's I lighway .. 22(1) 
Grant 
county bridge 111ni11tcnance ..... S 1 (2) 
county contribution to urban 
road ...... . . . . ........ 57(5) 
county road. ... . ........ .47(2-4) 
entitleme nt . . . . . ...... .-16(3) 
extra work on county road for 
municipa lity ........ . ... . ... 55(8) 
suburban roads ................ 6.5( 1) 
Toronto subway .............. 87(5) 
township roads ......... 71 (S), 74(3-5) 
ad\•ance pa.ymcnts .......... 74(6) 
application for ........ . .. 73(1, 3) 
higher taxation areas exluded . .. 76 
Grant-Con. 
township roads-Co11 . 
. Indian rc;erve ... .. ........ .. 73(3) 
. opening or construction in 
subdi\'ision . . . . ... ... ..... . . 72 
unorganized territory roads ... ... . . 86 
urban roadL .. ... .. ..... .... 78(2, 3) 
. extending, etc .. 
county road ... . 56(14, 15, 17, 18) 
vouchers ju;tifyi1:1g .............. 102 
Gravel 
. superintendent's righ t to obtain .... 93 
Hearing 
. application for warrant. ..... 1CJ.t(2, 3) 
. dispute re r:>ad or bridge ....... 58(3) 
Highway 
. connecting with King's Highway, 
changes .... ..... ..... ...... 22(2) 
controlled-access-See Controlled-
access highways 
defined ................ .... .... 1 (J) 
designation as King's .............. 5 
existing, acquisition by Minister .... 6 
King's-Set King's Highway 
secondary, designation .... . ...... . 37 
H ighway Construction Account 
. function and payments out of ..... 106 
Indian reserve 
. construction of roads . ..... . ...... 62 
. township roads grant ........... 73(3) 
Industrial road 
. designation of private road as ..... . 40 
Injury 
. trees along King's Highway ..... 2 7 (2) 
Interest 
contract, s uburban roads 
commission member ......... 63(10) 
. damages .... , , ...... , ........... 14 
Interference 
. King's Highway .................. 28 
Intersection 
centre point. .......... .. 31(1), 35(1) 
county with non-county roads ... . . 52 
King's Highway .................. 18 
regulations for exemptions in 
unorga nizcd territories ..... ..... 32 
Judgment 
. damages for disrepair of King's 
Highway . . . . . . . . ......... 30(7) 
J urisdiction 
. industrial rnad .......... . .... .40(3) 
King's Highway connection or 
extensions in municipalities ... 19(9) 
urban road e'l:.t.cttding, etc., 
county road .. ..... ........ . 56(19) 
King's Highway 
. animals on .. , ............ .. ... 29(2) 
changes in connecting highway .. 22(2) 










connections or extensions, 
construction . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 19 
control of adjacent areas . . . 31 
designation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
draina!te powers........ . .. 23 
embell_ishmcnt and securing..... . 27 
extensions or- connections in cities 
or towns ..................... 83 
~rading of approaches .......... 22(1 ) 
111 terfcrence. . . . . . . . ............. 28 
intersection .. .......... . .. . .... .. J 8 
maintenance, repairs and liability .. 30 
regulations for use ........ ..... 29(1) 
revocation of designation on 
transfer .................... 26(3) 
township's sidewalk or footpath 
on ............ ... .......... 97(4) 
Land 
acquisition by Minister .. .... .... 9(1) 
acquisition for widening ....... 100(3) 
. COUlllY road ................. 41 (4) 
. 1.ocal municipality ............ 55(3) 
ad1acent to county roads, powers . .. 60 
agreements for expressway or 
freeway ... .......... . ........ . 91 
defined ........................ l (g) 
expropriation- See Expropriation 
of land 
Lease 
. land ...... . ... . ............. 9 (1) 
Lights 
. closed King's Highway ........ 25(3) 
. road closed for work .. . . .... 9-1(3) 
Limitation 
action for damages.... . . . . ... 30(5) 
borro11 ing for countr road 
construction ............. .45(2, 3) 
Crown liability for disrepair .... 30(10) 
gr~nt to road m territory lo be 
incorporated ................ 86(2) 
subsidies for county roads ..... .46(3) 
urban contribution to suburban 
roads . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66(3) 
Local improvement 
. King's Highway connection, 
. etc ............. .......... 19(2, 8) 
sidewalks as . . . .. . . ... . ..... .. . 97 (2) 
Local municipality 
construction of sidewalks .......... 97 
county bridge transfer to ....... 51(3) 
county roads removed from 
system reverting to . . .. ... 41 (9, 10) 
extra work agreement with county 
or commission. . . . ............ 55 
Local roads area 
. maintenance of tertiary roads . 38(5) 
Maintenance 
application for closing 
pro1•isions. 
. county roads. . ..... . 
9-1(6 ) 
. . .48 
Maintenance-Con. 
defined... ... .. .. . .. . .. .. l ( h) 
industrial ro:i.J, agreement. . .-10(2) 
King's Highway... . • , 30(1) 
roads or bridges, disputes 58 
suburban roads....... 63(2) 
tertiary roads. . . . . . . . . 38(2) 
. local roads area .... . 38(5) 
urban roads extending, etc., 
county roads. ........ . 56(10-12) 
M aterial 
. deposit on King's Highway ....... 28 
. excavated, deposit nc.'lr road ....... 96 
Members 
. county road committee .... . . .. .. .42 
. suburban roads commission ... 63(3-12) 
Minister 
agreement-See Agr eement 
annual statement re county 
road plan .............. . .. .. 47( 1) 
application for warrant on 
resistance ....... ......... .. l 04 ( I) 
approval 
agreements between 
municipalities ... . 55(2, 6), 56(2--l) 
suburban roads plan . . .......... 6.\ 
superintendent of county 
roads ......... ............. .43(4) 
by-law appro''al ...... ........... 103 
county permits. . ........... 61 (3) 
estimates for county roads ...... .46 
. superintendent for township 
roads ..................... . 10 
construction arrangement with 
Canada ... . . . . . . . ...... 62 
defined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ( i) 
demand for records for grants .... 102 
powers 
expropriation .... . . . . .. • ..... 9 ( 1) 
King's Highway in 
municipa:itics ............. 16, 17 
private land ....... ..... . .... .. . 4 
. property use and disposal .... 2(2, J) 
requirements ~e county roads .... . .49 
Minister of Lands and Forests 
. deposit of Crown Land Plans ..... J(l ) 
. surrender of unneeded land to . ... 3(2) 
Misstatements 
. plan, correction ............ , ....... 7 
Municipalities- Sec also Local munici-
pality ; Urban municipalities 
acquisition of existi ni:: highway from. 6 
agreement-See Agreement 
changes on higlrn·a}" connecting 
with King's Highway ..... . .. 22(2) 
closed road, na l\ability ......... 9-1 (-l) 
construction of connections, etc., 
for King's I lighways. . . . . . . ... 19 
controlled-access road designation .. 88 
development roads under . . . . . 85(3) 
disputes re ro.'lds and bridges... 58 







S E C. 
Municipalities-Con. 
financing of greater width of 
roadway . .... ... ... .. ... .. .. 21 (2) 
::\1inister's powers over highway 
in ... ...... .. .. .. . ... ...... 16, 17 
repair of road at expense of .. . .. . .. . 95 
road widening agreements . . . .... .. 100 
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto 
subway construction .. .. . . . . .. . .. . 87 
Notice-See also Signs or notices 
application for closing of road . .. S.9(3) 
appropriation by county for 
suburban roads . ...... . ........ 67 
Assumption Plan ..... . .. ... . ... 6(1) 
barring access to comrolled-
access road .. . . . ..... ... ... 90 (2-7) 
claim for damages . . . ..... . ..... 30(4) 
closing of road to controlled-
access hifhway .... .. .. ... ... 34(3} 
disrepair o municipal road ... ... .. . 95 
removal, by 
:\linister ......... 31(5-10}, 35- 5-10) 
Obstruction 
. King's Highway .... .. ... . .... . ... 28 
. . area outside roadway ... . .... . 30(3) 
.. removal. ...... . .. . ........ .. 27(7) 
Ontario M unicipal Board-See Board 
Opening of h ighway 
. connecting wi t h King's Highway. 22(2) 
Owner 
control over industrial road ..... 40(3) 
. defined .............. .. ........ 1 (j) 
. straying animal, no damages .. . . 29(2) 
Payment 
advance-See Advance payment 
costs of Government .. ......... .. 105 
county, for urban road . . ... .... 57(4) 
county road maintenance .. . . .. . ... 44 
. county bridges included ... . ... 51 (2) 
damages for disrepai r of King's 
Highway . .. .... .... ... . .... 30(6) 
highway construction costs .... . 106(2) 
:i:oromo s~bway grant. ..... . ... 87(5~ 
I reasurer s powers .. .. .. ... ..... . 1 :> 
tree planting bonus .......... 27(4, 5) 
urban municipality's, for suburban 
roacls ................ . .. .. 67, 69 
urban road grant advance ..... . . 7 8(5) 
Penalties 
application.... . . . . ........ .. 107 
contravention of regulations 
re use . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... 2-! (3) 
damage on. road closed to traffic . 94(5) 
hindering erection or removing 
snow fences .. . .. . .. . .. ... .. 27(9) 
injury to trees .... . .. ... . . . ... 27(3) 
misuse of closed King's I lighway. 25(5) 
obstruction of King's Highway. . . 28 
private access to road not closed .. 90(5) 
structures or plants near King's 
I lighway ....... .... ........ 31 (8) 
. comrollcck1cccss .. . .. .... .... 35(8) 
Pmnits 
gasoline pumps or signs near 
county roads .... .......... 61 (2, 3) 
structures or plants near Kin11:'s 
Highway . .. . .... .. ..... 31(11 , 12) 
. controllec-acccss ........ 35(11, 12) 
Plan 
expropriation, signing ....... . ... 9(2) 
. s uburban roads .. .... . ... . ..... .. 64 
. township. roods, submission for 
a pproval .... ............ . . .. 71 ( 1) 
Preliminary Assumption P lan 
. correction. . . ... .... . . ..... . . .... . 7 
. presumptions and validity .. . .. . . ... . 8 
P rivate access to controlled-access roa d 
. prohibition ... . .. . .. ....... .... .. 90 
Private road! 
. access to King's H ighway .... . ... . 28 
. designation as industrial road. 40(1, 3) 
Pr operty 
. surrender of unneeded .. .. .. ..... 3(2) 
. use .. .... ... .. . . . . .. ... ..... 2(2, 3) 
. vesting i11 Crown ... ... . .. ... . .. 2(1) 
Purchase 
. la nd, by MinisteL" .. .... . . ....... 9(1) 
Qualifications 
. county roac superin tendent. .. 43(1, 5) 
suburban roads commission 
members ....... . .. .... ... . 63 (12) 
township roads superintendent . .. 70(5) 
R ates-See also Tax 
. county roads ma intenance ... .41 (2, 3) 
R ecords 
. production for grants . .. .. . ...... 102 
Registration 
Assumption Plan. ............... 6(1) 
correctio n of plan .... ... .. ...... . . 7 
Crown I.a nd Plans ... ........... 3(1) 
plan, prc-sumptions . ... ...... .... . . 8 
Preliminary Assumption Plan .... 6(2) 
Regulations 
defined . .. ... ........ . ....... . . . 1 ( k) 
exemptions for in tersections in 
unorganized terri tories ......... . 32 
use of King's llighway ........ 29(1) 
. rest, service, etc., a reas .... . 24(2, 3) 
Removal- See also D estruction; Notice 
barricad es, from closed King's 
Highway .................. . 25(5) 
barricades, from closed municipa l 
road .. ... . .. . .............. 94(5) 
obstruction from King's 
Highway . . . .... . ........... 27(7) 
structures or plants near King's 
Highway .... . ............ 3! (5-10) 
. controlled-access .......... 3.,(5-10) 
Remuneration 
. superintendent's, for suburban 
roads ....................... 65 (3) 









. Kinj?'s Highway . . . . . ......... 30{1) 
. road, at expense of municipality ... . 95 
Report 
. transportation system, agreement .. 20 
Resource road 
. designation of ten i:iry road as .. . . . 39 
Rest areas 
. construcrion a nd use . . ...... . . .. .. 24 
Return of expropria ted land 
. signing . . . . . . . . . ..... . .... .... 9 (2) 
Reversion to municipality 
. closed highway . ...... . ...... 26(2, 3) 
Risks of use 
. closed King's H ighway ..... .. . . 25(4) 
. closed road .. . . .. . ......... . .. 94(4) 
. tertia ry road ..... .. .... . .. .. . . 38(3) 
Road 
closing-Sec Closing of road 
compensation for damage to land-
See Compensation for damage 
to land 
construction by ~I inister ........ . 4 ( c) 
. notice .. .. ................ 11 (1, 2) 
county-See County roads 
defined . . .. .. ..... . .. . ... .. .. .. l ( 1) 
intersecting controlled-access 
highway, closing .. . ... .... .. . .. 34 
private-See Private road 
resource, designation ... ... ... . .... 39 
ser\'ice, to controlled-access 
highway . ... , . ,, ............... 36 
tertiary, designation and 
maintenance ............ ... . .. . 38 
widening agreement. . . . ... . . ... . 100 
Roadway · 
. defined . . . .. . .. . ... . .... . . .... . I( 11) 
. greater wid th agreement .. . . .. . . .. 2 1 
Road authority-See also Commission ; 
Committee ; Depa.rtment 
defined ... .. ................ .. . l (m) 
Salary 
. township roads 
superintendent. ...... ... . . 70 (1, 4 ) 
Secondary highways 
. designation . . . . .. . . ...... ..... .. . 3 7 
Security 
. appeal to Courl of Appeal ... . . . 12(5 ) 
Selling 
. near controlled-access 
highway ...... . ... 35(2)(c), (3-12) 
Service 
. notice to close private access 
to road ... ........... . ..... . 90(3) 
Service areas 
. construction and use .. .. . . ..... . .. 24 
Sewerage 
. costs of municipality ..... . . .. .. 55(5) 
Sheriff 
. execution of warran t . 104(4 ) 
Shrubs and hedges 
by-law prohiliting . . . . . . 99(.J) 
near controlled-access 
highway . . ......... 35(2)(1>) , (3-12) 
near King's Highway .. 3L(2)(b), (3-10) 
removal near road .... . .. . ... 99(1, 2) 
Sidewalks 
. construction by local municipality .9i 
. counry roads not requiring .. . ..... 53 
Signs or notices 
by-law proliititing.. . .. . ..... 99(4 ) 
con trolled -access 
highway ........... 35{2)(e), (3-12) 
county roads ...... . .. 61 (1 ){b) , (2, 3) 
detour .... ... . ...... . . . . 25(3) , 94(3 ) 
King's Highway ...... . 31 (2)(c), (3-10 
remova l near road ... . .... . . . 99(1, 2 ) 
Sports grounds 
near con trolled-access 
highway ........... 35(2)(/), (3-12) 
. nea r King's Highwa )' . . 31 (2)(d), (3-10) 
Street railway or electr ic railway 
road widening agreement with 
owner of .......... .... .. . . . .. I 00 
. urban road extending county road 
used for, cost . ... . . ... .. . . . 56 (13) 
Style of action 
. damages for disrepair of King's 
Highway ................. 30(7) 
Structures 
by-law proh ibiting ............. 99{4) 
cont rolled-access 
highway . . . ........ 35(2)(a ), (3-1 2) 
King's Highway .. .... 31(2)(a), (3-10 ) 
remova l ne.u road . .. ....... . 99(1, 2) 
Structures or substances 
compensa tion for damage to la nd by-
See Compensa tion for damage 
to land 
placing and removing by ~linister .4(d ) 
. notice .................. 11 (1, 2) 
Subdivision 
. township lot , gra nt for roads . ..... 72 
. urban, grant ror roads . . .. ' ..... ' ' 80 
Subsidies- See Grant 
Substances- See Structures or 
substances 
Suburban road s 
commission-Su Commission 
control and supervision . . . . ....... 65 
designation ............ . .... .. 63(1) 
expenditures .......... . .. . . ...... 66 
pla n a nd description ... . .... . . .. .. 64 
planting of t rees...... . .. . ....... 98 
Subway construction 
. T oronto....... . .............. 87 









control o,·er plants, structures, 
etc. near road .... .. ..... . . 99(1, 2) 
county road ...... .. ............. 43 
certificate of money 
disbursements . .............. .44 
. statement of needs by urban 
municipality .............. 57 (4) 
drainage .... ........... .. ....... 92 
right to procure gravel. . .... . ..... 93 
suburban roads ........... . ...... 65 
township roads ...... .. . . ....... .. 70 
. Indian reserve ...... . ........ 73(3) 
Supreme Court 
. judge's warr-ant to put down 
resistance ............. 104, Form 1 
Surrender 
. unneeded land .................. 3(2) 
Tax 
. greater roadway width ......... 21 (2) 
. township areas with higher ........ 76 
Tertiary roads 
. designation and maintenance ...... 38 
. designation as resource roads ...... 39 
Third party proceedings 
. damages for disrepair of King's 
Highway ................... 30(8) 
Time 
application for leave to appeal 
from damages .......... . .... 12(4) 
closing private access to road .... 90(-l) 
compliance with remo, ·aJ 
notice ......... . ..... . 31 (7), 35(7) 
suburban roads commission 
appointment. ...... .. . ...... 63(5) 
Toronto 
. subway construction .. .......... .. 87 
Towns-See also Expenditures; 
Municipalities; Urban roads 
appropriation for suburban roads . .. 68 
contribution toward county road ... 54 
casing control over adjacent 
areas ....................... 31 ( 4) 
. controlled-access highway ..... 35(-l ) 
extensions or connections with King's 
Highway ...................... 83 
suburban roads 
commission .. . ........ 63(3, 5-12) 
Township 
commission's rights of ........ . .. 101 
. higher taxation areas .. ............ 76 
. sidewalk or footpath on King's 
Highway ........... , ..... 97(4 ) 
Township roads 
aid to, inclusion in statement. ..... 84 
annual and extraordinary 
statements ..... . ... ....... 74( I, 2 ) 
contrihutio11 by city or town .. ..... 7 5 
expenditure by-laws, submission 
for grnn~ . ......... .. . .. . 71 (2--1) 
Township roads-Cori. 
. grant-See Grant 
. plans, submission for approval. .. 71 (I) 
. superintendent-See Superintendent 
Transfer 
closed highway, to 
municipality ... ... ... .. .. . 26(2, 3) 
land for widening. to county or 
commission ..... .. .......... 55(4) 
small county bridge, to 
municipality ...... .. .... .... 51 (3) 
Transmission lines 
. near controlled-access 
highway . ... .. ..... 35(2)(d), (3-12) 
Transportation system 
. studies and report, agreement . . . . .. 20 
Treasurer of Ontario 
. payment of damages and costs ..... 15 
Trees 
by-law prohibiting .......... . .. 99(4) 
controlled-access 
highway ........... 35(2)(b), (3-12) 
near King's Highway . . 31 (2)(b), (3-10) 
. planting and protection ..... 27 (1-5) 
planting on municipal or 
suburban :oads ..... .. . .... . . . . 98 
removal near road ........... 99(1, 2) 
Trial 
damages for disrepair of King's 
Highway. . .. . .. . . .30(9) 
Unorganized territories 
. regulations re intersections .. . ..... 32 
. road construction and maintenance.86 
Urban municipalities 
agreement re road extending, etc., 
county road .... . .............. 56 
. relievin.g from any other 
contribution ............ ... 57(6) 
Urban roads 
. county contributions .............. 57 
expenditures-Sec Expenditures 
Use 
King's Highway, regulations .... 29(1) 
land near controlled-access 
highway ........... 35(2)(/), (3-12) 
land near K ing's 
Highway .......... 31(2)(d), (3-10) 
road closed for work ........... 94 (4) 
. King's Highway. . .. . ... . 25(4) 
Verification of plans .................. 8 
Villages-See also Expenditures; 
Municipalities; Urban roads 
casing control over adjacent 
areas ....... ............ .. . . 31(4) 
. controlled·acces.s highway ..... 35(.i) 
Vouchers 
. justification of grants.. . .... 102 
Warden 
. ex oflicio member of committee .. 42(6) 





. judge's, to put down 
resistance .. . ... . . .... . 104, Form l 
Widening 
agreements of municipality with 
road authority ..... .. . . . . . .. .. 100 
county road ....... . . . ...... . . . 41 (4) 
county's voluntary 
contrib ut ion ........ ...... .. 100(4) 
urban road extending county 
road ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 56(8) 
Work 
closing of King's Highway . .. .. .... 25 
Minister's power .. . .. ...... .... . . 24 
party doing, under 
agreement . .. . . . .. ... . 55(2) , 56(5) 
repair at expense of municipality._ . 95 
road closing for traffic .. .. ..... ... 94 
urban road, county 
contributions ... .. .... ....... 57(2) 
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 202 
Abandoned motor vehicle 
custody . ... . .. . ..... ... . . . . .. 1 S.J. (6) 
Accessories 
. vehicle, regulations .. . .. . . . . .. .... 59 
Accident 
. fatal- See Fatal accidents 
. report. ... . ... . . ..... . . . . .. 139(1, 2) 
. sta ying at scene of ... • . . .... .... 140 
Address 
. notice of change ..... . • . .... . ... 7 (2) 
Affidavits 
. false statements ........ . . . ... .. 7(1) 
. persons before whom 111ade ... . ... 6 (6) 
Age 
. driver's minimum ... .. . . ..... .. . _ 18 
Aircraft 
. driving or drawing on highway .129(2) 
removal on landing on highway.129(1 ) 
Air-cushioned vehicle 
. prohibition on highway . ... .... .. 131 
Alteration 
. number plate . .. .. . .. . •... ... 9 (1 )(a) 
Amber 
signal light ......... . .. .... .. .. 96(6) 
.. flashing ..... . ..... .. . .. . .. .. 96(8) 
. . green not to be shown 
together with .. . .... ... __ 96(18) 
Ambulances 
passing rule .... .. .. ... . . . .. .. 106(1) 
. red front light ... ... . . . • . . . . .. 37(12) 
. siren .. . . ... ... . .... ... ... .. .. 49(5) 
Animal-drawn vehicles 
. lock-shoes .. . ... . .. ... . . ...... .43(3) 
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SEc. 
ACT-Con. 
Animals 
. proh ibited use of highway ........ 128 
Appeal 
cancellation or suspension by 
Registra r. ... . . . ..... _ .. .... ... 29 
. stay of suspension _ . . . . _ . .. _ .. .. . . 32 
Arrangement of signal lights 
. traffic con trcl system ... . . . . . .. . 96 (2) 
Arrest 
. constable's power without 
warrant . .. . . .... . ... . . .. 153(2, 6) 
Assistance 
. constable m~king arrest . .. . ... 153(1) 
. rendering on accident ... .... 140(1 ) (b) 
Attachments 
. vehicles drawing and drawn bctween.53 
Axle 
defin itions ... . .... .. .. .. ..... .. .. 71 
spacing measurement at 
inspection . .... .. ..... . . . .... 78(2) 
weight maximum 
allowable ... . .... 74, Table I a nd 2 
application of provisions . . __ .. 81 (1) 
Class A Highwa y . . . . ... ... ..... 73 
Class B Highway .. ..... . ... .... 76 
March and April. .. . . .. . . .. 77(4-6) 
penalties for offences .. . . . . . .. ... 80 
raw forest products <luring 
freeze-up ..... .. ... .... .... .. 7 5 
regulation; .... . ... .. . . .. . . . ... 79 
Bells 
. ala rm ..... . .. . . . ..... . . . ... _ . .49(4 ) 
. sleigh ..... . .... . . . .......... .. .. 51 
Bicycles 
. attaching to vehicle .... . .. .... 122 (1) 
lights and reflectors .. . .. .. . 37(14, 15) 
passengers on . .. . . ........ . .. 122(2) 
passing ...... . . .. ... ..... . .. 98(2, 5) 
use of highway, prohibition .. .... . 128 
Blue light 
. intermitte nt, exclusive use .. 37 (30, 31) 
Boat trailer 
. passenger prohibited . _ ... .. .. .... 130 
Bond 
permit for c:-:cess weight 
or width .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .... 65(2) 
. release of impounded vehicle . . . 154(5) 
Brakes 
: fl~ida.c.y · . . ·. ·.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~g 
Bridge 
. approaching . .... .. .. . ..... .. .... 99 
gross weight restriction . . . . . . . 64(8, 9) 
. speed, regulations .. . ....... ... . . . 84 
. U-turn close to .. _ . ... . . .... _ .. 95(d) 
Built-up area 
. defined .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. 1 (1) 1f l 
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. commercial vehicle and trailer, 
regulations ......... . .... . ..... 54 
Buses-See also Public vehicles; School 
. speedometers .... ..... ... .... .... 42 
Business 
. unlicensed, penalty .... .... .... 35(3) 
By-laws 
approval ............. . ......... 135 
parking, standing, 
stopping ......... . 116(2, 4, 11 , 13) 
pedestr ian crossover, repeal .... . 92(5) 
prohibited highway use .. ...... 128(2) 
school children transportation . . 120(4) 
speed, approval. ... , .... . .. . ... 82(8) 
Cancellation 
business licence, for misconduct, 
etc ...... ... . .... . ......... 35(6) 
driver's licence ..... 13(3)(b) , 16(3){b) 
. demerit points . .. ... . . ..... ... . 33 
. failure in 
examination .. .. 13(3)(a), 16(3)(a) 
. miscond1Uct or contravention .. 27(1 ) 
extent of authority .. . ........... 1(2) 
permit 
. misconduct or contravention .. 27(1) 
. operation on ...... . . . ........ .. 30 
. unlicensed p ublic vehicle ... . ... 6(4) 
Careless driving 
. penalty ............ . .... .. ...... 83 
Certificate 
mechanical fitness-See 
M echanical fitness certificate 
officer appointed for carrying 
out Act ....... . ............ 156(2) 
owner's denial of charge from a nother 
municipality ...... 151 (2), Schedule 
Charge 
. laid in another municipality, denial 
by owner ............ . ....... .. 151 
Charitable institutions 
. reports to Hegistrar ........ . .. 14 2 (2) 
Chauffeur-See also Driver 
defined ........... ... ....... 1 (1) ~2 
identification when failing to 
produce licence ............. . 17(2) 
licence-See Chauffeur's licence; 
Driver's licence 
re-examination ...... . ......... 16(3) 
Chauffeur's licence 
cancellation-See Cancellation 
carrying by holder and production . . 17 
issue . . . ..................... . 16(2) 
requircmellt for driving ... ..... . J 6 (1) 
suspension-See Suspension 
Cities-See ulsu By-laws; M unicipalities 
length of combination 
of vehicles . ..... .......... 70(6, 9) 
load restriction . ... .. 66(7, 8). 77 (7, 8) 
speed .... . 82(l)(b), (2, 4, 5, 8, 13, 16) 
Clearance lamps 
. wide \·chicles ..... ....... . ... 37(6-8) 
Combination of vehicles 
maximum length .. ........ 70(3, 6, 9) 
. weight maximum .... . ...... 64(2) ~ 4 
Commercial motor vehicles 
clearance lamps .. . .... . ..... 37(6){a) 
defined .................. . .. 1(1) ~I 3 
d istance to be kept ............ 105(2) 
identification lamps ... _ ........ 37(9) 
lamps, etc., suppl y and use when 
on road .......... . ....... 116(8, 9) 
non-residen:, regulations .... .... 12(3) 
owner's name, lamps and 
reflectors . ....... . ...... 61(1 -3, 5) 
regulatio11s re b umpers ............ 54 
Conflict of provisions 
. driving instructors ............. 34(3) 
Collision 
. street car, cnus . .......... • ... 133(2) 
Compensation 
. reports to Registrar ...... . .... 142(3) 
Constable 
assistance to .... . . ....... • ... 153(1) 
direction of traffic_ ............ 86 
moving obstructing 
vehicle ... ... . . ......... 116(5, 13) 
powers in carryillg out Act. ... . .. 153 
defined .. .. . . ............... 1( 1) ~4 
number o ther than plate on, 
prohibiticn .. . .. ... ....... 10(1, 3) 
permit-Sec Permits 
reg is tra ti on. . . . . . . . ............. 6 (1 ) 
Construction zones 
. speed . . ...... . .. 82(1)(c), (14- 16) 
Conviction 
appeal staying suspension . .. ...... 32 
Criminal Code, suspension ...... 20-25 
driving without licence, 
disqualifica tion ................. 26 
reports .. , .. ,, ,,., . ..... .. .. . 15•0(1 ) 
Coroners 
. reports of fatal accidents ... . .. 142(1) 
Costs 
abandoned vehicle storage ..... 154(6) 
detained motor vehicle 
storage ................ .... 153(5) 
impounded motoll' vehicle 
storage ........ .... ..... . .. 154(4) 
Counterclaim 
. action for damages, time ....... 146(3) 
County or district court 
. judge, appeal from Licence 
Suspension Appeal Board ... 29(3, 4) 
Crest of grade 
. approaching ....... . . ............ 99 
U-turn close to . ....•.. .. . .... . 95(c) 
Criminal Code 
. references ..... . . . ..... , .. ..•... 1 (4) 
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, conviction, suspension ........ 20(1, 2) 
Crosswalk 
. defined .... . ..... ·'- . . ....... 1 (1) , S 
Crown 
. plates property of. . . ........... . 9(3) 
Crown attorneys 
. reports on fatal accidents ...... 142 (1) 
Curve 
. approaching .................... . 99 
. U-turn close to ...... , ......... 95(a) 
Damage 
. highway, permittee's liability .... 65(5) 
. notice .. . . . . .............. .... .. 141 
Damages 
limitation 011 claim .............. 146 
owner's and driver's liability. , . 132 (1) 
. onus ......................... 133 
penalties not affecting .... ... ..... 149 
Dangerous driving 
. conviction, suspension ... .... 20(3), 21 
Dealers 
fitness certificate for used vehicles .. 58 
licence ........................... 35 
records . ................ 36(1), (6)(a) 
serial number missing, 
prohibition., ... , ... , . 36(2), (6)(b) 
stored vehicle reports .... 36(4), (6)(a) 
Declarations 
. false statements . ... .. .. ........ 7(1) 
. persons before whom made ....... 6(6) 
Defacement 
. lawful notice or obstructions ...... 127 
. number plate . . . .... ... .. .... 9(1)(a) 
Definitions .......................... 1 
Demerit point system 
. regulations ...... . .............. . 33 
Department 
by-law approval ................. 135 
defined .... .... ............. 1 (1) , 6 
load restrict ion 
by ............ 66(4-6, 9) , 77(4-6, 9) 
permits for weight or width 
excess . .... . .. ... .... . . .... . 65 (4) 
signal-light system approval. ... 96(20) 
vehicles, use of siren .. . ........ 49(5) 
Disqualification. 
driving under, suspension on 
conviction .. . ...... .. .......... 24 
. driving without licence . . .......... 26 
Deputy Minister 
. defined ...... . .............. 1(1) , 7 
"Don't walk" 
. pedestrian control 
signal. ............. 96(15)( b), (16) 
Doors 
. opening of motor vehicle ..... ... . 112 
Driver 
liability for negligence , ... ..... 132(1) 
. gratuitous passenger ........ 132(3) 
. onus .......... ........ .. ..... 133 
minimum age .... ..... ........... 18 
school bus meeting or 
overtaking ...... . ..... . .... 120(2) 
seat of, crowding ... .......... ... 109 
signs and markings, 
compliance ........ ....... 125, 126 
staying at scene of accident. ...... 140 
stopping-See Stopping 
television for. prohibition ......... . 52 
towing prohibition .. ............. 107 
Driver's licence 
cancellation- See Cancellation 
defined for payment of 
judgment .................. 136(a) 
suspension-See Suspension 
Driveway 
. entry of highway from ......... ... 91 
Driving 
aircraft on highway ........... 129(2) 
careless, pendties ................ 83 
left of centre ..................... 99 
lights, efficacity . .. ............. 37(3) 
passing and meeting others ........ 98 
prohibition for misconduct or 
contravention ......... .... .. 27(1) 
slow ......... ........ .......... . 85 
. use of curb lane ............. . .. 97 
unsafe vehicle, prohibition ......... 57 
Driving instructors 
. regulations ...... ... ... . ......... 34 
Drunk driving 
. conviction, suspension ....... 20(3), 21 
Employment 
. age of driver for ............... 18(2) 
Engine lamps ................... 37(20) 
Entry on premises 
. inspection of business .......... 35(4) 
Erection of signal-light system .. 96(17-21) 
Evidence 
. copies certified by Registrar .... 150(2) 
. heavy vehicle with serial number 
obliterated ................... 7(3) 
Examination 
. chauffeur's licence holder ....... 16(3) 
. operator's licence holder ........ 13(3) 
. vehicle, on highway .............. 55 
Exemption 
. licence, of non-residents ........ 15(1) 
. registration, re non-residents ....... 12 
Explosives 
. regulations ........... .. ......... 69 
Extra-\lr~vincial regist.ration 
. validity re non·res1dents . .... ... 12(1) 
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SiEC. 
False statement Green-Con . 
. mechanical fi tness certificate . .. 58{10) 
. penalties ............. .. ....... . 7(1) 
Farm tractor 
defined . . . .............. . ... I (1) 11 8 
. lamps ...................... . 37(24) 
. slow moving vehicle sign ... .. ..... SO 
. use by dri,·er under 16 .... ... ..... 18 
Fatal accidents 
. information and reports ....... 142(1) 
. limitation of action ... . ...... . 146(2) 
Fees 
. business licence .. . . .... . .. ..... 35(2) 
. rcgula tions .. . .. . ...... .. ......... S 
Fences 
. damage to, notice ..... . ......... 141 
flash ing, signal lig ht. .. . . ....... 96(4) 
. pedestriar. crossing 
rules ...... . _ ..... . 96(13, 15, 16) 
side marker lamps ........ .. .. 37(11) 
signal ligh t ...... . ............. 96(3) 
amber not be sh own together 
with ... . . . . ....... . .... . 96(18) 
crossing by pedestrian ....... 96(12) 
Gross weight- See also Load 
application of provisions .......... 81 
. defined ....... . .. .. ..... . .. 1(1) ~ 10 
. permit fo r excess ................. 65 
. restriction on highways and bridges.64 
Hand and arm signalling 
. stop ..... . . . ... . ............ . . 94(7} 
. t urns . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..... . ... 94(4) 
Fire department vehicle 
. passing rule .................. 106(1) 
. red front light . . .. . ........... 37(12) 
. siren ..... .. . . ............... .49(5) 
H eadway of motor vehicles . . . ....... 105 
H eight 
. vehicle a111d load . ...... . ..... 70(8, 9) 
Flammable material carriers 
. reflectors instead of lamps ..... 37 (25) 
H elmets 
. motorcyclists' .. . .. . ... . . . ........ 62 
Flares 
. commercial veh icles to carry ... 116(8) 
. . use when disabled .... . ...... 116(9) 
Following 
another vehicle, use of lower 
beam . ... .. . ............... 115(b) 
. public service vehicle .... . ..... 106(2) 
Foreign judgments 
. treatment lby reciprocity . ...... 138 (4) 
Foreigners 
exemption re licence ...... .. . 15(1)(/J) 
. validity of home registration .. . . 12(2) 
Front lights 
arrangement and efficacity ..... . 37 (3) 
. exception when parked ... . ... 37(4) 
limitation on strength .. . ....... 37(5) 
red, on public service vehicles .. 3 7 (12) 
requirement . .. ....... ... .. . ... 37(1) 
Highway 
. ai rcraft on, landing or moving .. . . 129 
Class A .. .... ..... . ...... . . 64(1)(a) 
. axle weight rest riction . . . .. . . 7 3, 7 4 
. gross weigh t restriction ... 64(2, 4-7) 
Class B ..... . .... . ......... 64(1)(b) 
. axle weight restriction .. . .... . .. 76 
. gross weigh t restriction .. . .. 64(3-7) 
defined ......... ... ........ 1(1) 'll 11 
K ing's-See King's Highway 
littering .. ... . . ..... . . . . .. . ..... 124 
multiple lane, traffic ......... 101 , 103 
overpass part of . ............... 1 (3) 
prohibited use, by-law .... . .. . . 128(2) 
separate roadway, t raffic . . ... . . . . 104 
speed ............ 82(1, 10, 11 , 13, 16) 
underpass part of .. .. ....... .... 1 (3) 
unsafe veh icle on, removal. ..... 55(2) 
walking on ... . ................. 123 
H ire of motor vehicle 
Fumes . q ual ificatio1is of h irer ...... . ...... 19 
. engines, avoidance ....... ...... 49(2) Horn ... . ......... . ....... . . .. . . . 49(4) 
Garage 
. defined ..................... 1 (1) 11 9 
Garage business 
damaged or bullet-marked 
vehicle reports ........ 36(5), (6)(/J) 
1 ice nee , . , , , . , , • , •.. , .•. , • , , , ••.. 35 
Horse 
. approaching, care .... . .. . ...... . 114 
. racing, prohibition ....... . ....... 118 
Horse-drawn vehicles 
. lock-shoes ... .. .... . . .... ... . . .43(3} 
stored vehicle reports .... 36(4), (6)(a) 
Glass 
Horseman 
. passing .... . . ............... 98(3, 4) 
. safety, use on motor vehicles ...... 46 
Gong ........... .... ... ... ....... 49(4) 
Hospitals 
. reports to Hegistrar .. . .. . .... . 142(2) 
Gratuitous passengers 
. liability for damages to ...... .. 132(3) 
H ouse trailer 
. passenger prohibited . . . .......... 130 
Green 
. arrow, signal light ......... . ... 96(9) 
. engine la mps ................. 37(20) 
Identification lamps 
commercial motor vehicles a nd 
t railers . .... .. .. . ..•. . ... 37(9, 10) 
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Impaired ability in driving 
. conviction, suspension ..... .. 20(3), 21 
Impounding of m otor vehicle 
appeal from conviction and security 
barring ................. . .... 155 
offences and notice .............. 154 
release on security ............ 154(5) 
Information 
. person involved in accident .. 140(1)(c) 
Inspection 
. b rakes ........ . .......... . .... 39(6) 
. business subject to licence ...... 35(4) 
. motor vehicle, regulations ..... . ... 56 
Instalments 
. payment of judgment .... • .... 138(3) 
Insurers 
. reports to Registrar ... . ....... 142(2) 
Intersection 
defined .................... 1 (1) ~ 12 
defined for signal lights .. . . . . . . . 96(1) 
left t urn-See Left t urns 
right of way ..................... 87 
right turn-See Right turns 
stop sign- See Stop signs 
Intoxicated driving 
. conviction, suspension . . ... . . 20(3), 21 
Inventory 
. production in lieu of 
weigh ing ......... 67(3, 5), 77(4, 5) 
Investigations 
. Registrar's ........... .. . .. ... 145(b) 
Judgments 
certificate to Registrar ......... 138(1) 
payment by instalments ....... 138(3) 
suspension on non-paymen t .. 138(1, 2) 
. reciprocity re foreign 
judgments ............... 138(4) 
Justice of the peace 
owner's denial of charge from 
another municipality . . .. ....... 151 
. person arrested without warrant 
brought before ... . ..... .. .. 153(6) 
King's Highway 
defined ............. .. .... 1(1) ~ 13 
prohibited use, regulations ..... 128(1) 
speed ........... 82(l)(a), (11, 13, 16) 
stop signs ...... . . . ........... . 89(b) 
Lamps 
commercial vehicles to carry ... 116(8) 
. use when d isabled ........... 116(9) 
exclusion from width . .. . .. . .... 70(2) 
motor vehicle . . ........ . ..... .. .. 37 
use of lower beam ...... .. ...... . 11 5 
Lane 
. curb, use by slow driver ........... 97 
Lanterns 
. commercial vehicles to carry ... 116(8) 
. . use when disabled ..... . ..... 116(9 ) 
Left turns 
intersection .................. 93(2· 7) 
pedestrian right of way ........ 96(10) 
prohibition prevailing over 
signal ..................... 96( I~) 
signal. ............ . ......... 9-1(1-6) 
Length 
. vehicle and load .......... . 70(3-7, 9) 
Lessee 
. liability for driver's negligence . . 132(2) 
Level railway crossing 
negotiation rule . . ............. .. 111 
public vehicle or school bus stop .. 119 
speed ................. 82(1)(d), (16) 
stopping for train ................ 110 
U-turn close to ............... . 95(b) 
Licence 
cancellation- See Cancellation 
chauffeur's-See Chauffeur's licence 
dealer's . .... . ............. . .. 35(1-3) 
driver's-See Driver's licence 
driving without, disqual ification .. . . 26 
garage .............. . ....... 35(1-3) 
hirer to produce ........... . ... 19(3) 
non-residents' ....... . ........ 15(1) 
obtaining, while under 
prohibition .................. 27(3) 
operator's- See Operator's licence 
parking stat ion or lot . ... . .... 35(1-3) 
restricted, to suspended person . .... 2 5 
suspension-Ste Suspension 
wrecker's ............ . ....... 35(1-3) 
Licence Suspension App eal Board 
. appeal from ...... . ........ .. 29(3, 4) 
. appeal from Registrar ...... 29(1, 2, 5) 
. constitution ..................... 28 
Lien 
. costs for care of abandoned 
vehicle .................... 154(6) 
Lights 
motor vehicle ........ . . . .... . . ... 3 7 
. overhanging loads ........... 68(1, 3) 
. signal ...... ..................... 96 
Limitation 
action for damages .............. 146 
strength of front lamps ......... 37(5) 
subsequent offence ........ ..... ... 22 
vehicles drawn by motor vehicle ... 108 
Littering of highway ............... . 124 
Load 
excess by permittee ... 66(1-3), 77(1-3) 
extension of March and April 
restriction ... .. .... 66(8, 9), 77(8, 9) 
March and April 
restriction ......... 66(4-7), 77(4-7) 
overhanging, marking ........ 68(1, 3) 
security .................... 68(2, 3) 
Maintenance of brakes .. .. ........ 39(5) 
Manslaughter 
. conviction, suspension ...... . . 20(1, 2) 
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Markjngs on highways .... .. . . ...... 125 
Mechanical fitness certificate 
. requirement for used vehicles ...... 58 
Mechanical <>r electrical signal device 
. turn and stop .... ....... 94(5), (7)(b) 
Median strip 
. defined ..... ............... 1(1) fi 14 
Medical practitioners 
. reports on disabilities to Registrar .143 
Metropolitan Toronto 
. speed ........ . . . .. . ... 82(1)(g), (16) 
Minister 
appointment of officer for carrying 
out Act .. ...... ....... . ..... . 156 
defined ............... .... . 1 (I) ~[ 15 
delegation of powers ............ 3(3) 
exercise of Department duties ....... 2 
Mirrors 
. motor vehicle ...... . ........ 41(1)(1>) 
. rear vision, exclusion from width. 70(2) 
Misconduct 
. cancellation or suspension ....... 27 (1) 
Motor vehicles 
abandoned, custody . .......... 154(6) 
defined .................... 1(1) ~ 17 
. payment of judgments, for ... 136(b) 
detention on a rrest of driver. 153(4, 5) 
distance to be kept ........... 105(1) 
door, opening . ........ ... . . ..... 112 
height. ......... . ........... 70(8, 9) 
impounding-See Impounding of 
motor vehicle 
length ........... . ... . .... 70(3· 7, 9) 
mechanical fitness-See Mechanical 
fitness certificate 
number of vehicles drawn ........ 108 
number other than plate on, 
prohibition ........... .... 10(1, 3) 
operation of unsafe, prohibition .... 57 
operation while permit suspended or 
cancelled ...................... 30 
permit-See Permits 
registration .................... 6(1) 
serial number-See Serial number 
unsafe, removal from highway ... 55(2) 
used, fitness certificate ............ 58 
weight-See Gross weight 
width-See Width 
Motorcycles 
defined . . ......... .. .... ... 1(1) ~ 16 
brakes ........................ 39(2) 
helmets of drivers and riders ....... 62 
lamps ................. . ...... 37(1) 
number plate ....... • ........... 8(3) 
reflectors ................... 37 (2) ( b) 
Mudguards .. . ................. 41(2, 3) 
Muffler ....... . .................. 49(1) 
Multiple lane highway 
. traffic ... ........... ....... 101, 103 
Municipalities-See also By-laws; Cities; 
Towns; T0ownships; Villages 
load restriction .... ... .. . 66(8), 77 (8) 
permits for excess weight or 
width .................... 65(1, 3) 
stop signs .. . .................. 89(a) 
Name 
. owner's, on commercial vehicle . . 61 ( 1) 
Negligence 
. owner's and driver's liability .. . 132(1) 
. . onus ......................... 133 
Noise avoidance ...... . .......... . 49(3) 
Non-resident 
exemption re licence .. . ........ . 15(1) 
. hire of motor vehicle ... . ....... 19(2) 
. service on ...................... 134 
. validity of home registration ..... . . 12 
Notice 
address change .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . . 7 (2) 
defacing or removal . ............ 12 7 
gross weight permitted on 
bridge ........ . ... .... .... 64(8, 9) 
impounding in case of 
conviction ... . ............. 1.~4(3) 
intention to suspend licence .... 138(1) 
purchase or sale ...... ... ..... . . 9(2) 
suspension of licence or permit . ... 137 
Number plates 
Crown property ...... .. ........ 9(3) 
display on vehicle ... . ..... ........ 8 
. visibility and cleanness ....... 10(2) 
prohibited handling or use ..... . . 9(1) 
rear, lamps illuminating ....... 37(16) 
seizure from unsafe vehicle .... . . 55(5) 
seizure o f suspicious .. . . .. . ..... .. 11 
Obstruction 
driver's freedom to conduct 
vehicle .......... ..... ... ..... 109 
highway, by vehicle .... . 116(5, 10-13) 
inspection of business ... . ...... 35(5) 
lawful, removal. ................ 127 
view through windows and 
wi ndsh ie:d ..................... 4 7 
Odometers ...................... 41 (4) 
Offences 
calling for :mpounding 
vehicle ... ...... ..... . ... 154(1, 2) 
penalty- See Penalties 
permitting arrest without 
warrant. . ......... . ....... 153(2) 
. any person's r ight on view ... 153(3) 
time withii< which deemed 
"subsequent" . . . .... . . . .. ...... 22 
Officers-See clso Constable 
. appointment for carrying out Act .. 156 
Official sign 
. defined ................ . ... 1(1) ~ 18 
Officials 
. reports to Registrar . .......... 142(2) 
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. left turn from and into ....... 93(6, 7) 
. left turn from two-way into ... 93(5, 7) 
. traffic ... . .... ...... . ...... 101, 102 
Onus 
. drh·cr's negligence ............... 133 
Operator-See also Driver 
defined .......... .. ........ 1 (1) 11 19 
identification when failing to 
produce licence ....... . ...... 14(2) 
licence-See Driver's licence: 
Operator's licence 
re-examination ...... . . ... ... .. 13(3) 
Operator's licence 
cancellation-See Cancellation 
carrying by holder and production .. 14 
issue .......... . . ......... ... . 13(2) 
requirement ... ... ......... .... 13(1) 
supsension-See Suspension 
Optometrists 
. reports on disability to Registrar .. J 44 
Ornaments 
. vehicle, regulations . ............. . 59 
Overpass 
. part of highway ... . . ... .. .. . ... 1 (3) 
Overtaking 
rules .. .. ...... .. .......... . ... .. 98 
. school bus .. .. ....... ...... 120(2)(a) 
. street car .................... 113(2) 
Owner 
denial of charge from another 
municipality ............... ... 151 
liability for negligence . . ....... 132(1) 
. gratuitous passenger ........ 132(3) 
. onus ........ . ............... . 133 
penal liability ............. . . .... 147 
Park 
. defined .................... 1 (1) ~ 20 
Parking 
defined .... . ......... ...... 1 (1) 11 20 
irrelevant lamps .... . . • . ... .... 37 (4) 
lights ...... . . . .. .. .... • ...... 37(17) 
rules ................. • .. ... .... 116 
Parking station or lot 
. licence . . . . . . . .. .. .... . .... . ..... 35 
. stored vehicle reports .... 36(4), (6)(a) 
Passenger 
bicycle . ............... . .. .. . 122(2) 
. gratuitous, driver's liability .... 132 (3) 
. house or boat trailer .... ..... ... . 130 
Passing 
oncoming traffic .... .............. 98 
. use of lower beam ... .. .. .. . 115(a) 
public serv ice vehicles . .. .... .. 106(1) 
right-hand .... ... .... . . . .. . ..... 100 
school bus ....... . ......... 120(2)( b) 
street car ....... . ............ 113(2) 
Payment-See Judgment 
Peace officer-Sec also Constable; Police 
officers 
. defined . ..... . : .. .... ... .... 1(1) 'J 21 
. seizure of suspicious number plates . 11 
Pedestrian 
clinging to vehicle ............ 122(3) 
green signal rules .......... 96(12-16) 
prohibited highway use ...... . .. . 128 
right ?f way ~ga inst turning 
vehicles .. . ... . ...... ... ... 96(10) 
solicitation ol ride or business .. ... 121 
walking on highway . . . .... 123 
Pedestrian crossover 
defined .. ... ............... I (I ) ~ 22 
driYers' d uty ... ... .. .... ... . 92(1-3) 
pedestrians' duties ............. 92(4) 
Penalties 
axle weight offences .... ...... ..... 80 
bicycles or tr:cycles without 
lights . : . .......... . ...... . 37(15) 
bra ke fluid offence ... . ...... .. .40(4) 
breach of permit conditions ..... 65(6) 
breach of restricted licence . ..... 25(3) 
business licensees' misconduct .. . 36(6) 
careless driving .................. 83 
carrying on business without 
licence .. ....... . ... ..... .. . . 35(3) 
commercial vehicle sale without 
lamps, etc .... . ...... .. . ... . . 61{5) 
confusing numbers on vehicle .. . 10(3) 
damages not affected ... . ........ 149 
driving when prohibited . ....... 27(1) 
excessive dimensions of vehicle .. 70(9) 
explosives .......... .. ... ... ... 69(2) 
false statements .. ........... . .. 7(1) 
general ......... . . .............. 152 
gross weight excess .......... ... 64( 7) 
lawful obstruction removal .. ..... 127 
leaving scene of accident. .... .. 140(2) 
load inventorization 
refusal. . ...... .. ... .. 67(5), 78(5) 
load not secured or marked . ... . 68(3) 
me~hanical fitness certi ficate. 58(9, 10) 
notice removal or defacement. . . .. 127 
number plate offence .. ....... . .. 9(1) 
obstruction of examination 
of vehicle ................. 55(3, 4) 
obstruction oC inspection 
of business ........ . ......... 35(5) 
operation while permit suspended 
or cancelled .... . ............ . . 30 
owner's liability ... . ..... .. . ..... 147 
parking, e t c., in contravcntion.1 16(12) 
racing .. . ....... ..... . ....... 117 (2) 
safety device regulation offences. 60(3) 
safety glass not used ........... 46(4) 
sale of vehicle without prescribed 
lamps ..................... . 37(8) 
signalling device not sold with 
new vehicle . . .............. 37(27) 
sleighs without bells ............ 51(2) 
speed .......... .......... 82(16, 17) 
tire offences . .. .. . ............. 44(3) 
. rebuilt tires not marked ...... 45(4!) 
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. unlawful procurement of licence . 27(3) 
. unla wful procurement of permit. 27(2) 
. weighing refusal ..... 67(2, 5), 78(2, 5) 
Permits 
cancellation-See Cancellation 
excess weight or width . ........... 65 
. production ........ 66(2, 3), 77(2, 3) 
exemption of non-residents ........ 12 
heaYy veh icle with serial number 
obliterated ................... 7(3) 
issue on registration ............. 6(3) 
local issuers .......... . ..... .... 6(5) 
obtaining, while under 
prohibition ..... . . ........ . .. 2 7 (2) 
refusal to unlicensed public 
vehicle ............... . ...... 6(4) 
regulations ..................... 6(7) 
suspension-See Suspension 
unfit motor \'Chicle ............. 58(6) 
used vehicle registered 
outside .......... .. ....... 58(3, 4) 
Plates-See Number plates 
Pole-trailer 
. defined ...... . .. . ..... ..... 64(1)(c) 
. weight maximum ......... 64(2) 1f 7, 8 
Police department vehicle 
. passing rule ......... . ........ 106(1) 
. red front light .... . ....... ... . 37(12) 
. siren . ... .. . .................. 49(5) 
Police officers-See also Constable 
inquiries on accident and 
report. .................. 139(3, 4 ) 
.. fatal accidents ......... ..... 142(1) 
Precaution 
. approaching animal. .. ........... 114 
. lea\'ing vehicle on road ........ 116(7) 
Private road 
. entry of h ighway from ............ 91 
Privilege 
. optometrists' reports .......... 144 (3) 
. reports of medical 
practitioners ........... .... 143(3) 
Production 
. excess weight permit .. 66(2, 3), 77 (2, 3) 
Protection 
. medical practitioner's, for 
report .... .... ............. 143(2) 
. optometrist's, for report ...... . 144(2) 
Provincial judge 
. person arrested without warrant 
before .. .. ...... .......... . 153(6) 
Public utility emergency vehicle 
. passing rule ... . . . . . .......... 106(1) 
. red front light .. .. .....•.... .. 37(12) 
. siren ............... • ........ .49(5) 
Public vehicles 
defined .................... 1 (1) ~ 23 
. maximum length ............ 70(7, 9) 
. stop at railway crossing . . ........ 119 
Purchase 
. vehicle, notice ......... . . ....... 9(2) 
Racing 
. horse, prohibi tion .. . ... . .... . ... 118 
. motor, prohibition . .. ............ 117 
R ate of speed ............. .. ........ 82 
Rear lamps .. . . . ........... 37(1), (2)(a) 
Recognizance 
. release of impounded vehicle 
on ........ . ..... .... .. . .. . 154(5) 
R ecords 
. dealers' and wreckers' ... . 36(1) , (6)(a ) 
. Registrar's ........... ..... ... 145(c) 
. . copies as evidence .......... 150(2) 
Recovery 
. penalties . .. ...... .. ....... . .... 148 
R ed 
clearance lamps . . ........ ..... 37(6) 
commercial vehicles rear lamps .. 37(9) 
front light of public service 
vehicles .............. . . . .. 3 7(12) 
lamps o n wide contrivances .. .. 37(22) 
rear light on vehicle ......... 37(1, 23) 
reflectors-See Reflectors 
side lights on new 
,·eh ides .. .............. 37 (2)(a)(i) 
signal lighr .. .... ............. . 96(5) 
. flashing . .................... 96(7) 
trailer rear lamps ............. 37 (21) 
R efiectors 
commercial vehicles and trailers . 61 (2) 
. portable ............ . .. . ... 116(8) 
flammable material carriers . ... 3 7 (25) 
rear .. ... . .. . ... . . . .. 37(2)(a)(ii), (b) 
. wide objects .. . ........ ... . 3 7 (22) 
substitution for side marker 
lights .. .. . ... ............. 37(11) 
R egistrar 
annual r eport ................ 145( e) 
cancellation or suspension ....... 27(1) 
. appeal ............ .... ........ 29 
deemed non-resident's agent 
for se.r\'ice ....... . ..... .. . ... . 134 
defined ... .. ........... .. .. 1 (1) i! 24 
delegation of powers to officer ... . 3(4) 
Deputy . ................. ... .. ... 4 
duties . ....... ............... 3(1, 2) 
investigations .... . ........... 14S(b) 
methods of statistics ....... ... 145(d) 
records .. ... . ........ . ..... .. 145(c) 
reports to ............ . ......... 142 
. blank forms supply . .. ...... 145(a) 
. convictions .............. . . 150(1) 
. medical practitioners .......... 143 
. optometrists' .... . ....... ... . . 144 
signature en copies a nd 
statements ................. 150(3) 
Registration 
motor \'Chicles ...... . ....... . 6(1, 2) 
. permits- See Permits 
. plates-See Number plates 
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accessories and ornaments ......... 59 
axle weight maximum .. . . . ....... _ 79 
brake fluid .................. 40(2-4) 
brakes . ............. . ......... 39(4) 
bumpers of commercial vehicles 
and tra iners .......... .... .... _ 54 
commercial \'Chicles of 
non-residents .... ............ 12(3) 
compensation for reports to 
Registrar .................. 142 (3) 
controlling conduct of 
businesses ..... . ............ 35(7) 
defined .... - ..... . . .... . ... 1(1) iT 25 
demerit point system .... ......... 33 
driving instructors ....... _ ....... _ 34 
explosives ..... . .. . .............. 69 
fees . ..... ........ .. .............. 5 
gross weight restriction re tires .. 64 (5) 
helmets of motorcyclists ...... 62(2,. 3) 
inspection o f certain motor 
vehicles ........ .... .......... . 56 
King's Highway prohibited use.128 (1) 
Licence Suspension Appeal 
Board ................ . ..... 28 (3) 
lights on vehicles ....... ... . . . 37(18) 
mechanical fitness certificates .. . 58 (11) 
parking, standing, stopping .. . . 116 (3) 
permits ....... . ................ 6 (7) 
restriction of gross weight on 
bridges ... . ................. 64 (9) 
safety devices ............... . .... 60 
school bus ................... 120(6) 
slow moving vehicle sign ........ SO (2) 
speed on bridges . ................ 84 
tires .................... . ... ... .44 
tunnels ............. _ ...... . .. . 126 
Removal 
lawful notices or obstructions ..... 127 
obstructing vehicles . ....... 116(5, 13) 
serial number, 
prohibition ...... . . ... 36(3), (6)(b) 
unauthorized, of number 
plate .. . ................ . . 9(1) (c) 
unsafe vehicle, from highway .... 55(2) 
Remuneration 
. Licence Suspension Appeal 
13oard ................. .. ... 28 (2) 
Reports 
accident .............. .. ........ 139 
. blank forms ................ 145 (a) 
. employees, institutions and 
insurers ......... . ....... 142 (2) 
conviction ................... 150 (l ) 
damage to things ................ 141 
damaged or bullet-marked 
vehicles .... .......... 36(5), (6)( b) 
dealers' and wreckers' .... 36(1), (6) (a) 
fatal accidents .......... . ..... 142 (1) 
stored vehicle . .......... 36(4), (6)(a) 
Residents 
. new, licence facilities .... . ...... 15(2) 
Right-hand drive vehicle 
. lettering . . .... . . .... .. .. . . . ... . . 38 
Right of way 
. intersection ...... ... ...... ....... 87 
. pedestrians', against turning 
vehicles ................... 96( 10) 
Right turns 
intersection ...... .......... 93(1 , 7) 
pedestrian right of way .... .... 96(10) 
prohibition prevailing o,·er 
signal ..................... 96( 11) 
signal .................. , .... 94(1-6) 
R oad-building machine 
. defined ................ .... l (1) ii 26 
. owner's name on ... .. . ......... 61 (4) 
R oadway 
. defined .......... . ......... 1(1) if 27 
Safety devices 
. regulations ...................... 60 
Safety glass 
. defined .......... ... ....... 1(1) CJ 28 
. use on motor vehicles ... .. ... .. ... 46 
Sale 
brake fluid ... . .... .. . ... ... .40(1, 4) 
lamps on new motot 
vehicles . .. ............. 37 (2, 7, 8) 
motor veh icle----See Sale of motor 
vehicle 
rebuilt tires ............ . .... 45(3, 4) 
Sale of motor vehicle 
conformity to federal standards .. . . 63 
new commercial, lamps and 
reflectors . _ . ...... ....... 61 (3, 5) 
notice ............. ............ 9(2) 
safety glass ................ 46(2, 3) 
signalling devices ...... . ... 37(26, 27) 
used, mechanical fitness 
certificate .. .... ... ... ...... . .. 58 
School 
bus .. ........... , ........... 120(1) 
red front light,, ..... ,, .. , . . 37(12) 
regulations ................. 120(6) 
signals .... .... ........ .. 120(3, 5) 
stop at r ailway crossing .. ...... 119 
stopped, overtaking or meeting 
rules ... . ...... ........ 120(2, 4) 
zones, speed ........... 82(12, 13, ] 6) 
Security 
. load ....... . .............. . 68(2, 3) 
. release of impounded vehicles 
on ... . .................... 154(5) 
Seizure-See als!J Impounding of motor 
vehicle 
. plates of unsafe vehicles_ ....... 55(5) 
. suspicious number plates .......... 11 
Self-propelled implement of husbandry 
. defined ........... . ...... . . 1(1) ir 29 
lamps ....... .. ..... . ...... . . 37(24) 
registration for highway use ... . .. 6(2) 
slow-moving vehicle sign . . .. . ..... SO 
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brakes . . . •....... . . ... . . ... . . . 39(3) 
. defined for weight of load . . ..... 67(6) 
. maximum leng th . .. ... . ... 70(4, 5, 9) 
. weight ma ximum ......... 64(2) 7, 8 
Serial number 
obliterated, prohibition to handle 
in business .. . . . . .... . 36(2), (6)( b) 
permit for veh icle wit h 
obliterated . .... . . .. . . . .. ..... 7(3) 
prohibition to re1110\'e . . .. 36(3), (6)(b) 
Service 
. process, on non-resident .. .. . ..... 134 
Side marking lights 
. long motor vehicles ....... . ... 37 (11) 
Signal 
lights . ... . . . ... ... ... • .. .. .. . . . . 96 
school bus .... . . . ....... . .. 120(3, 5) 
t urn and s top .. ... . ....... . .. . ... 94 
Signalling devices 
. mecha nica l or electrical 
. . sale of new vehicles with .. 37(26, 27) 
. . wide vehicles to have . .. . ... . 37(28) 
Signs 
. construction zone speed . . . . .. . 82(15) 
highway, regula tions .......... . .. 125 
obstructing view through windows . . 47 
slow moving vehicle .. . ..... . .... . 50 
s top-See Stop signs 
yield righ t -of-way . . .... . ... . . . . . . 90 
Siren 
. use ...... . . . . ...... . .. .. ... . . 49(5) 
Skier or roller skater 
. attaching himself to vehicle .... 122(1 ) 
Sled or toboggan 
. attaching to , ·ehicle .. . ... .. .. . 122(1) 
Sleigh bells .. .......... . . . .. .. .... . . 51 
Slow moving vehicle signs .... .. ...... 50 
Snow-removing veh icle 
. intermit tent blue light. .... ... . 37(30) 
Solicitation 
. pedestrian's, of ride or business . .. J 21 
Solid tires 
. <lef111cd .... . .. ... . .... ... .. 1 (I) 4il 30 
. speed ................. 82(1)(e), (16) 
Speed 
. bridges ... . ............ . ....... . . 8'* 
. obstructi,·ely slow ................ 85 
. rate ........................... . 82 
Speedometers on buses .............. 42 
Spotlamps 
. a rrangement. .... . ........ . .. 37(19) 
Stand 
. defined ..... . ......... ... .. 1(1) i: 31 
Standing 
. defrncd .... .. ......... ... .. 1(1) il 31 
. ru les .. .. .... . .. . ....... . ....... 11 6 
Statistics 
. methods by Registrar . , ... . ... 145(d) 
Stop 
. def111ed . .. ....... . . . . .. . ... 1 (1) ir 32 
Stop signs 
. intersection, compliance . .. ... . . ... 88 
. King's 1-lighway ..... . . .. . . .. . . 89 ( b) 
. municipal road . . .... .. . . .. ... . 89(a) 
Stopping 
. approaching stopped street car .. 113(1) 
defined ......... . . . . . .... . . l (J) "ii 32 
intersectior .. ..... . .. ...... . . . . ... 87 
pedestria n : rossover ... .. . . ... 92(1-3) 
public ve hicle or school bus, 
at railway crossing .. . .. . / ... . 119 
railway crossing .. . .. . . .. ... .. .. . Jl 0 
rules .. .. . ... ......... .. . . . ... . . 11 6 
signal .... . . .... . ... . .... ... .. 94(7) 
stationairy school bus . . .. ... ... 120(2) 
stop sign .. .. . . . . . ... .. .. . .... .. . 88 
Stopping at scene of accident 
. convictio n of failure, suspension . . .. 23 
Storage of m otor vehicles-See also Costs 
, licence . . , .. ... , , . ... , .. ... ..... . 35 
Street car 
onus of negligence in collision .. 133(2) 
overta king .. . . _ .. .... . . ... . . 113(2) 
stationar y, stopping . ....... ... ll3(1) 
staying a t scene of accident .... . . . 140 
Suspension 
. business licence, for misconduct, 
etc . . . ... . . .. ...... . . .. ... . . 35(6) 
driver's licence . . . .. 13(3)(b), 16 (3)(b) 
convicticn under Criminal 
Code . .. . . . _ ...... . ... . . .. 20-25 
demerit points ... .. .... . . . .. . .. 33 
leaving scene o f accident . . ... 140(2) 
misconduct or cont ra ,·ention . . 27(1) 
non-payment o f judgment . 138(1, 2) 
speeding .. .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . 82(17) 
. "subseq~ent' ' re offence defined .. 22 
extent of authori ty . .. .... . .. .... 1 (2) 
false sta tement. .... . ..... . .. ... 7(1) 
licence 
. delinquc11t not holder .. ..... . . . . 31 
. stay o n appeal from conviction . .. 32 
notice . . ... . ... ... . .. . . . . . . .... . 137 
permit 
delinquent not holder . ..... ... . . 31 
. misconduct or contravention .. 27 (1) 
. operation on .. . ....... . ...... . . 30 
Symbols 
. pedestria n contro l signal by ... . 96(16) 
Television set 
. res trict ion . ..... . ....... . . . ... .. . 52 
Third party proceedings 
. action for damages, t ime ... .... 146(3) 
Three-Jane highway 
. traffic ... . . .. . . ... ....... : ... 103( b) 
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. defined ........ ............ I (I) 33 
Time-See also Limitation 
change of address notice ...... ... 7(2) 
counterclaim or third party 
proceedings in damages ...... 146(3) 
offence to be deemed "subsequent". 22 
purchase or sale notice .... . ..... 9 (2) 
Tires 
gross weight restriction .... 64(4-6), 72 
rebuilding and selling rebuilt .... ... 45 
regulations ..................... .44 
requirements ....... .... ....... 43(1) 
restriction of gross weight ..... 64(4-6) 
solid, speed ............ 82(l)(e), (16) 
Toronto 
. ::'lletropolitan, speed .... 82(l)(g), ( 16) 
Towing 
. attaching oneself to vehicle .. 122(1, 3) 
. prohibition ............. ...... .. 107 
Towns-See also By-laws; Municipalities 
. load restriction ...... 66(7, 8), ii(i, 8) 
. speed ...... 82(1)(b), (2,-1, 5, 8, 13, 16) 
Townships-See also By-laws; 
Municipalities 
speed ......... ..... 82(3, 6-8, 13, 16) 
Toy vehicle 
. attaching to \'Chicle ........... 122(1) 
Two-way highway 
. left turn from and into ....... 93(3, 7) 
. left turn from onc-w3y into . .. 93(-l, 7) 
Traffic 
constable d irccting ............... 86 
control by signal lights ..... .... ... 96 
control reports ............ ... 142(2) 
slow, lane .................... 103(c) 
Trailers 
attachments to drawing vehicle .... 53 
brakes .......... ......... .... 39(3) 
defined ........ ......... ... 1(1) ',j 3-l 
house, no passenger .............. 130 
identification lamps ......... 37(9, 10) 
number other than plate on, 
prohibition ............... 10(1, 3) 
permits-See Permits 
rear end lamps ............... 37(21) 
reflectors .......... , .. , ....... 61 (2) 
registration .................... 6(1) 
regulations re bumpers ............ 54 
sale of new, lamps and 
reflectors ... ........ ...... 61 (3, 5) 
weight maximum ........... 64(2) "il 2 
Trees 
. notice of damage ................ 14 l 
Tricrcles 
. lights and reflectors ........ 37(14, 15) 
. passing ..................... 98(2, 5) 
Tunnels 
. approaching .................... 99 
. regulations ................... 126 
. ti-turn close to ................ 95(d) 
Underpass 
. part of high...,ay ............. 1 (3) 
Uninsured motor vehicle fee 
. unfit motor vehicle exempt ...... 58 (8) 
Unorganized territory 
. load restriction .......... 66(9), 7 7 (9) 
Use 
. wrong number plate ........ 9(l)(b, d) 
U-turns 
. prohibited.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Vehicles 
air-cushioned, proh ibition ........ 131 
defined ......... . ......... 1(1) '11 35 
disabled, on highway .......... 116(6) 
motor-Sec Motor vehicles 
non-motor, lamps ............. 37(23) 
passing and overtaking ............ 98 
prohibited use of King's 
Highway .................. 128(1) 
right-hand drive, lettering ......... 38 
Viaduct 
. approaching .................... 99 
. L' -turn close to ........... . .... 95 (d) 
Villages-See also By- laws; Municipalities 
. speed ...... 82(l)(b), (2, 4, 5, 8, 13, 16) 
Visibility of lights 
. defined ... .............. ..... 37(29) 
Volunteer fire fi,hter 
. left front fender flashing light. .37(13) 
" Wait" 
. pedestrian control 
signal. ............. 95 ( 15) ( b), (16) 
"Walk" 
, green pedestrian control 
signal.. . . . . . . .... 96(15)(a), (16) 
Waste 
. throwing on highway ... .... ..... 124 
Weighing of vehicle and load ...... 67, 78 
Weight-See Axle; Gross weight 
Wheels of vehicles 
. smoothness .......... ...... .. .43(2) 
Wide vehicles or objects 
. rear lights or reflectors ....... 37(22) 
. signalling de.-ice .............. 37(28) 
Width 
permit for e~cess ................. 65 
. tire to show ........ . .... 64(6), 72(2) 
. vehicle and load ..... ........ 70(1, 2) 
Windows 
clear ,-iew requirement ............ 48 
signs or objects on ................ 4 7 
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ACT- Con. 
Windshield 
. clear view requirement .... . . .. ... . 48 
. signsorobjectson ................ 47 
Windshield wiper ....... . ...... 41 ( l )(a) 
Wreckers 
licence .................... .. .... 35 
records ... . ............. 36(1 ), (6)(a) 
serial number missing, 
prohibition ........... 36(2), (6)(b) 
stored ,-ehicle reports .... 36(4), (6)(a) 
Yield-right-of-way signs .............. 90 
HIGHWAYS 
See Bridges Act; Dt:partment of 
Highways Act; Department of 
Transport Act; Drainage Act; 
Emergency Measures Act; High-
way Improvement Act; Highwa}' 
Traffic Act; Local Improvement 
Act; Motorized Snow Vehicles 
Act: l\'funicipal Act; Ontario 
Highway Transport Board Act; 
Ontario Northland Transporta-
tion Commission Act; Public 
Service W orks on Highways Act; 
Snow Roads and Fences Act; 
Statute Labour Act; Toll Bridges 
Act. 
HOLIDAYS 
See Employment Standards Act; 
Industrial Standards Act; Inter-
pretation Act; One Day's Rest 
in Seven Act. 
HOMEMAKERS AND 
NURSES SERVICE ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 203 
Affidavits 
power to lake .............. . .... . . 4 
Applicants 
. fees paid by . ..... .. ...... . ..... .. 9 
. residence of. . . . . . . ..... . ......... 8 
Applications 
. sen ·ices, for . . . .. . .• . .. . . ......... 8 
Band 
defined . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . ... ... . l(a) 
Child 
. de!ined.. . .......... .. . . .. ... l ( b) 
Contribution 
Province nf Ontario, by . . ... .. ... 9(2) 
crnnputation of, regulations 
re . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. ....... I I (/) 
conditions for, regulations 
re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 l (i, k ) 
maximum, regulations re ... . .. 11 (j) 
money~ for . . . . . . ... .. . ..... I 0 
HOMEMAKERS AND SEC. 
NURSES SERVICE 
ACT- Con. 
Council of a band 
administrator appointed by ...... 3(2) 
defined ...... . ............. .. .. l (a) 
fees paid by . .......... . ....... . 9(2) 
homemakers and nurses employed 
by . . .. ' . ....... ' ....... ' ... .... s 
Definitions . .. .. 
.. . ..... .......... 1 
Director 
. affida \'its taken by . ...... ....... .. 4 
. defined ........................ l (c) 
. duties ................... . ........ 2 
Expenses 
. moneys for ...... . ....... . ...... . 10 
Fees 
. payment of. ....... . ..... . ........ 9 
. regulations re . .......... . . . ... . l I (j) 
Forms 
. regulations re ............. • ... 11 (m) 
Homemakers 
employment of .......... .. ....... . 5 
instruction of, regulations re .... 1 l(c) 
qualifications of, regulations re .. ll (b) 
scr\'ices of, where f urnishecl ........ . 6 
. defining, regulations re ....... 11 (a) 
. regulations re ............. 11 ( d, e) 
Member of a band 
. delined . . .. . .... . ....... . ...... l (a) 
Minister 
. appointments approved .... . ....... 3 
. delined . . .... . . . .. . ............ I (d) 
Municipal welfare administrator 
affidavits taken by ...... ... ....... .Jo 
appointment of. ................ 3(1) 
applications to .... . ...... . .... . S(a) 
defined .................... • .... l (e) 
Municipalities 
. administrntors appointed by ..... 3(1) 
applicants resident in ........... 8(a) 
defined ..... . .. . ...... . ....... . I(/) 
fees paid by .................... 9(2) 
homemakers and nurses employed 
by .... ' ...... '' .... . ... ' ..... ' .5 
Nurses 
employment of ........ .. . ... . ..... 5 
qual ifications of, regulations re .. I l(b) 
services of, where furnished ...... . . . 6 
. Jefini11g, regulations re ....... 11 (b) 
. regulations re ..... . ....... ll (d, e) 
Physician 
. defined . . . .. . .. . .... . . ..... .• . l(g) 
Province of Ontario 
. contribution by .... . .. . ....... . . 9(2) 
.. regula tions re ... ... . . . ... l l (f, i-l) 
Records 
. inspection of, regulations re ..... 11 (n) 




SEC. HOMES FOR SEC. 
Regional welfare administrator 
. affid;l\"i ts ta ken by ................ 4 
. applications to ............... . . S(c) 
. contribution approved by ........ 9(2) 
. defined ........................ l(h) 
Regulations 
. nu thorized . .. .............. .. .... 11 
. defined ... . ................... . 1 (i) 
Reserve 
. npplicant resident of ............ S(b) 
. defined ........................ l (a) 
Residence 
. a pplicant, or. .................... 8 
. . q ualifications for , regulations 
re ..................... ll(g, II) 
Welfare administrator of a band 
affidavits taken by ............... A 
applications t o ................ . 8(b) 
appointment of... . ............ 3(2) 




Vol. 2, Chap. 204 
Additions 
. buildings to ................. .. ... 5 
.. appro,•al o f. ...... . ........ 4(1 )(c) 
Applications 
. grants, for, regulations re ....... 11 {/) 
Approvals 
. suspension and revocntion of ...... 10 
Approved corpor ations 
buildings purchased by ....... 4(1 )(d) 
by-laws of .................... .4(2) 
cons truction by ............. A(l )(c) 
corporate name of, change of . .4(l )(bJ 
defined ..... ................... l (a) 
home a ltered by .......... .... 4 (1)(c) 
homes of, a pprova 1 of. ....... ..! ( 1 )(a) 
inspection of records of ..... .. .. . 9 (2) 
Approved homes 
a lterations of. ....... . . . ..... H l }(c) 
admission to, regulations re ..... 11 (c) 
defined ........ .......... ...... 1 ( b) 
inspection of ................... 9 ( 1) 
nnme of, change of. ........ . . 4(1)(b) 
rules governing, regulations re .. . I l (b) 
scn·ices of, regulations re ..... l l(c, c) 
staff of, regulations re ...... .. I l (b, d) 
Books and records 
. inspection of ...... ........ ...... .. 9 
. regulations re .. ............ . .. 11 ( h) 
Buildings 
acquisition of. ....... • ............ 6 
. approval of. ............... 4 ( 1 )( d) 
construction on ......•............ 5 




. approved corporation, of ........ ..1(2) 
Corporations 
. n pprova I of . 
. . regulations re 
. defined ..... . . . 
• • • . • • . . . . . . . . 2 
. • . . . . . . .... 1 l(u) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . I ( c) 
Definitions ......... . ... . ..... • .... 
Forms 
. regulations re ........... . ..... 11 ( /) 
Grants 
acquisi tion of buildings, for .. . . . . . 6 
construction work for. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
operating costs. for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
residential acconunodntion, 
solely for ..... . . . . . . ........ . 
Home for retarded persons 
, npproval of ................ 3, 4(1)(a) 
. . regulatio ns re ............... 11( a) 
. defined ..................... . .. l (d) 
Minister 
defined ......................... l (c) 
acquisition of buildings approved 
by .................... .. .-t(I )( d) 
nlterations ai;proved by ....... A(l)(c) 
appro, ·als suspended or revoked by.10 
by-lnws appro,·ed by ........... .4(2) 
construction approved by ..... 4(1) ( c) 
chnnges of name nppro\'ed by .. 4(1 )( b) 
Plans 
. apprornl of. ............ . .. .. 4 (1 )(c) 
Provincial supervisors 
. defined. . . . . . . . . . . . .......... I (f) 
. duties, regulntions re ........... 11 (j) 
. i nspcction b)' ................... 9( I ) 
Regulations 
. nuthorized ............... . ... .. .. 11 
. defined ........................ l (g) 
Residential acco01modation 
. costs, computation of. ........... i . 8 
.. regulations re ............ ll (g, Ii) 
. defined..... . ............... l (h) 
Retarded person 
. defined .. . . ....... .............. l ( i) 
Site 
approval of ............ . ... 4(1)(c, c) 
HOMES FOR SPECIAL 
CARE ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 206 
Approval 
homes, of .... .................. 4( I) 
Definitions .......................... I 
Buildings and equipment 
. regulations re .................. 7(a) 
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CARE ACT- Con. 
Establishment 
SEC. I 
. homesof ..... . .... • ........... 3(1) 
. . names of ............ . .. ... .. 3(2) 
Expenses 
. moneys for ................ . ...... 8 
Grants 
. appro,·ecl homes to . ..... . ...... .4(2) 
regulations re ......... . ........ 7 (f) 
H omes for special care 
defined ...... . . . , ... , , , , ....... l(Q.) 
Licences 
maintenance of residents where ... 5(3) 
.. regulations re . .... ........ ... 7(h) 
. minister, from ... ...... . . ... .... 5(1 ) 
.. fees ......................... 5(2) 
Minister 
administration of Act by . .... ..... . 2 
defined ...... ............ . ..... I (b) 
grants by ...................... 4(2) 
maintenance of residents by ...... 5(3) 
Management 
. homes, of, regulations re ......... 7(b) 
M ental Health Act 
. homes, application to ...... . ....... 6 
Names 
. designation of .................. 3(2) 
Regulations 
. a uthorized ......... • .............. 7 
. defined .......... . ... . . ........ l (c) 
Residents 
. defined . . ................ . ..... I (c) 
. regulations re .. .... ..... .. . .. 7 (d, e) 
Staff 
homes of, regulations re ......... 7(c) 
HOMES FOR THE AGED 
AND REST HOMES 
ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 206 
Administrator 
appointment of. ... ...... ...... 11 ( I ) 
. temporary .. ................ 11 (2) 
private home care recommended 
by .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ..... ... . 19(1) 
qualifications of, regulations 
re ........ ... .. ..... ..... 30( J)(b) 
staff of, appointment of ........ 11 (3) 
Admission 
. requirements for ................. 16 
Affidavits 
. taking of ... ... .. ... ....... .. . ... 21 
Agreements 
joi 11 t homes, re establish ing 
. council of band, by .... ....... 5(b) 
. municipal ities, by ........ 3(2, 4), 4 
municipal ities without homes, by .... 7 
HOMES FOR THE AGED SEc. 
AND REST HOMES 
ACT-Con. 
Agreements- Con. 
. residents, re property of .. ......... JO 
. power s upply, re ........... . ... 13(2) 
. sewerage system, re ......... . .. 13(1) 
Applicants 
homes for the aged, to ...... ... . 16(1) 
. documents required ..... . 16(1 ) ( e-i) 
. eligibility ............... 16(1 )(a·d) 
private-home care, for .......... 19(4) 
rest homes to ......... . ....... 16(2) 
. documents required ...... 16(2) ( c- g) 
. el igibility ...... .. ...... !6(2)(a, b) 
Apportionment 
capital costs. . . . . . . . . . . 24(3) 
. homes l:efore 1954, of. ..... 26(2){ b) 
. carrying charges, of .......... 25(2) 
expend1 tu res of board .......... 23(3) 
. assessment appealed, when .... 23(7) 
. equal ization of assessment, 
before .................... 23(6) 
Assessments 
apportionment based on . .. 23(1), 25(2) 
equalization of ................ 23(2) 
. . appeal of. . . . . . .. ..... .. 23(7) 
. app01rt ionmc1H before ........ 23(6) 
Assets 
applicants, of, inspection of. .. 16(2)(g) 
residents of, maintenance paid 
from ....... ................... 22 
. regulations re ............. 30(1) ( h) 
Band-See also Council of the Band 
. defined ........................ 1 (a) 
Board of C-0nlrol 
committee, recommenda tions re 
appointment of . .......... . ... 8 (3) 
Board of management 
administrator appointed by .. ... 11 (I) 
. staff appointed by .......... . 11(3) 
. temporary .................. 11 (2) 
agreements re power supply by .. 13(2) 
. sewerage, re .............. . . . l 3(1) 
appointment of ................. 9(1 ) 
apporti0111'.1ent by-See Apportionment 
borrowing by ......... . . ... .. .. 23(8) 
maximu:i1 . ... .. ...... ... 23(9, 10) 
capital costs for, payments to .... 24(3) 
. homes before 1954, for ..... 26(1, 2) 
cha irma n, regulations re . .... 30(1)(.,) 
composition of. .......... ..... . 9(2) 
corporation, a ... ..... .......... 9( I) 
. Corporations Act inapplicable .. 9(5) 
currcn t expenditures of .... . .... 23(8) 
distribution of moneys by ...... . 26(3) 
. carrying cha rges ............. 25(3) 
expenditures, ddrayment of .... . 23(3) 
ha ndicrafts by, providing of ... . .. .. IS 
home vested in .. .. ............. 9(4) 
municipal ities, to, payments 
by ................. .. 25(3), 26(3) 
payments to, municipality, 
by ..... ' ........... . . 23(5), 24(~) 
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AND REST HOMES 
ACT- Con. 
Board of Management-Con. 
physicians appointed by ...... . . 11 (4) 
property of resident held by ....... 10 
resen·e for ·working funds, by ... . 23 (4) 
site by, selection of. ............ 9(3) 
term of office in, regulations 
re ... . .... . .............. 30(l)(r) 
Books and records 
. inspection of ....... . . ....... .. ... 20 
. regulations re ........... .... 30(1)(/) 
Buildings 
. regulations re....... . . . . 30(1)(a) 
. site a nd pla ns of, approval of ...... 12 
By-laws 
. homes, a uthorizing ... . .......... 6 (1) 
.. copies to Minister of .......... 6 (2) 
Capital cost 
. homes of ................. .. .. 24(1) 
. apportionment of ............ 24(3) 
. beforel954 .... ................ 26 
. payment of ................ . 24-(4) 
. grants for .. . ... . .. . .... ... .. 24(2) 
regulations re . ......... .. 30(l )(k, /) 
Capital expenditures 
homes, for, grants for ... . ....... .. 27 
. payable, when ............... 27(3) 
. costs, computation of .... . ... 27(4) 
. unorganized a reas, where ..... 27(2) 
regulations re .... . ....... 30(l )(k, l ) 
Carrying charges 
. apportionment of . ....... • .. .. . 25(2) 
. distribution of ..... . ........... 25(3) 
Cities 
. homes, without ... . . .. . ........ 19(5) 
Committal 
. provincial judge, by ............. . 18 
Committees of management 
appointmerlt of. . .. . ... .. ..... . . 8 (1) 
. board of control, recommen-
dations of . ........... . . . ... 8 (3) 
composition of .. . .............. 8(2) 
rest homes, for .... . ............ 8 (4) 
Compensation 
. landowners to, installation of 
works, for .... . ............. 13(3) 
Corporation 
. board of management a ......... 9(1) 
. . Corporations Act inapplicable .. 9(5) 
Council of a county 
rest homes, establishment of, 
approval by .... . . ...... . ..... 3 (3) 
. . joint. .............. . . . . . ... . 3(4) 
Council of a Municipality-See also 
Municipalities 
administrator a ppointed by ..... 11 (1) 
. staff of ......... . ... . ....... 11(3) 
. temporary . . ............. . .. 11 (2) 
HOMES FOR THE AGED SEC. 
AND REST HOMES 
ACT- Con. 
Council of a Municipality-Con. 
agreements re power supply by .. 13(2) 
. sewerage, re ...... . ..... . .... 13(1 ) 
committee· appointed by ......... 8(1) 
handicrafts by, providing for . . .... IS 
home, wit hout. . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... 7 
joint homes established by ..... 3(2, 4) 
. territorial distric ts, in . .. ...... . .. 4 
physicians appointed by ...... . . 11 (4) 
Council of the band 
. defined . .... . . . ....... . ........ I (a) 
. home established by ............ 5(a) 
. joint home established by .. ...... S(b) 
Debentures 
. municipalities, issued by ..... 14, 25 (1) 
Definitions .......................... I 
Director 
administration of Act by ..... ... 2 (1) 
. absent, where .............. . . 2{2) 
defined . .. .. . .... .. . . . ......... I ( b) 
delegation of functions by .... .. . 2 (3) 
d uties, regulations re ........ 30(1 )(d) 
Discharge 
. residents, of .......... . .......... 1 7 
Eligibility 
. homes for the aged, for .... 16(l )(a-d) 
rest homes, for .. . ........ 16(2)(a, b) 
Grants 
unorganized territory, where 
resident from . . .... ............ 29 
capital costs, for . ...... ... .. . .. 24(2) 
capital expe1iditures for ......... 27 (1) 
costs, computing of .... .. .... 27 (4) 
payable, when .... . .......... 27 (3) 
regulations re .......... 30(l)(k, l) 
. unorga11ized areas, where . . .. . 27 (2) 
homes, for' maintenance costs of . . .. 28 
. regulations re ... . ....... 30(l)(·i, j ) 
Handicrafts 
. equipment for ... ... . .. . .... . ... . 15 
Homes 
board, vested in .... ... ......... 9 (4) 
board of control, in city with . .. . . 6(3) 
capital costs of ................ 24(1) 
. grants for . .... ....... . . . .... 24(2) 
. before 195'1 . . .......... .. ...... 26 
capital expenditures for ......... . . 27 
cities with.out. . . .............. 19(5) 
committee for .......... ...... 8(1, 4) 
council of the band, established 
by .... .. .................... 5(a) 
defined ................... .. ... l (c) 
joint-See Joint homes 
maintenance costs of ...... ..... . .. 23 
. grants for . .................... 28 
Municipal Act may apply to ..... 8(3) 
municipalities without. ..... . . . . .. . 7 
power supply, connection to ... .. 13(2) 
rules governing, regulations 
re ....................... . 30(l)(e) 
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AND REST HOMES 
ACT-Con. 
Homes- Cmi. 
sewerage system, connection to .. 13(1 ) 
site of .. _ .. _ .............. . .... 9(3) 
territoria l districts in , 
estab lis hment of. .. _ . . ... . . ..l, 6(1) 
. effect of .. . ......... . .. ... .. . 6(3) 
Homes for the aged 
admissioLJ to .................. 16( 1) 
. _ documents required ...... 16(1 ) (e, i) 
.. e ligib ili ty ....... .. ...... 16(1)(a-d) 
. establishment of ... _ ... . ........ 3(1) 
.. joint. .................... . .. 3(2) 
Indians-See Council of the Band 
Joint homes 
admission to . . . ........... .... ... 16 
defined ....... .. . . . . _ . ...... .. . 1 (d) 
establishment and maintenance o f 
. counc il of ba nd, by ....... .. . . 5(b) 
. municipalities, by .. _ ..... .. 3 (2, 4) 
. territorial districts, in ...... .. ... .4 
Last revised assessment rolls as 
equalized 
. defined . .. . .... _ . ... . _ .. ...... _ . I (e) 
Maintenance 
homes, of, municipalities, by .... . . .. 3 
. g ra n ts for .. ....... .. . .. ....... 28 
. te rrito rial d is tricts, in . ...... ... 4, 6 
persons requiring, regulations 
re ........ . .. . ... ... .... . 30(1)(c) 
. elig ibility of ....... . ........ 16, 17 
pri\'ate-ho me care ....... . .. . . .. .. 19 
residents of , costs of .... . . ..... 22(1 ) 
. grants for ..... ... . . .. . . .. .... . 29 
M edical services 
. phys ician responsible for .. . .. ... 11 (4) 
. regulatio ns re ......... . ..... 30( i )(g) 
M inister 
adminis trator apprO\·ed by ...... 11 (I ) 
affida\·its, taking of, authorized by .. 21 
buildings by, appro\·al o f . . ........ 12 
by-laws to, copy of. _ ........... 6(2) 
defi ned . ....... . - .. __ .. _ ....... I (f) 
homes, establishment of, 
appro \·ed by ....... . ....... 4, 5(a) 
. jo int ho mes ...... _ .. 3(2, 4), 4, 5( b) 
s ites appro\·ed by ...... _ . ..... 9 (3) 
physician appro\·ed by . ... . .... 11(4) 
Municipalities-Sec also Council of a 
municipality 
defined ... .... . ... . . ........ ... l (g) 
homes for the aged establis hed 
by. .... . ................. 3(1) 
property o f resident he ld by .... .. . . IO 
rest homes established by .. .. .... 3(3) 
territorial d istrict, in 
assessm ents of ....... . 23(1, 2, 6 , 7) 
capita l costs defrayed by ........ 24 
debentures issued by ....... . 14, 25 
deemed no t within ._ ...... . ... 6(3) 
funds by, raising o f . ...... 24(4 }, 25 
homes es ta bl ishcd by ..... . . .. . 4 , 6 
HOMES FOR THE AGED SEC. 
AND REST HOMES 
ACT- Con. 
Municipalities-Con. 
t1.:rritorial d istrict, in-Con. 
ma inte nance o f homes, 
cost of .. .. .. ...... . . .. _ 6 ( 1), 23 
. payments to boards by .. . .... 23(5) 
Notice 
. apportionment, re . . ...... 23(3}, 24(3) 
Ontario Municipal Board 
, assessments appealed to ........ 23(7) 
. d e bentures authorized by ... . 14, 25(1 ) 
. capita! cost, orde r re . ....... .. . 26(1) 
Physician 
. <.1ppointmcn t of ........ .... ... . 11(4) 
. eligibility determined 
by .. _ ...... .. .. 16(1)(i}, 2(a, g), 17 
Plans 
approva l of. ... . . . ......... . . . ... 12 
Power supply 
. home to .... . ... . . .. .. ........ 13(2) 
Private-home care 
conditions o f , regulations re . . 30(1}(n} 
cost , of ..... ... .... . . . ...... . . 19(2) 
. regulations re . .. . ....... 30(1}(p, q) 
defined._ ...... . .. .... .. .... ... l ( h} 
inspection of residences for, 
regulations re ..... . ..... .. 30( 1)( o) 
recommendation of ... . .. .... .. 19(1} 
transfer o ut of ... . . . ... . . ... .. . 19(3) 
Promissory notes 
borrowing by, b oard by .. ... .. . 23(8) 
Province 
. grants by-See Grants 
. private-home ca. re, costs o f 
sh;ire<l by ... ... . .... .... . . .. 19(2) 
Provincial judge 
. com mittal by ..... . ... . .. . .... 18(1 ) 
. resc ission by ............ . . . . .. I 8 (2) 
Provincial supervisor 
. defined . .... _ ........ . . .. • . . ... 1 (i) 
i1lspection by ...... . ......... _ ... 20 
Regulations 
. a u thorized .... .. .. .... .. ..... . 30(1) 
. defined ...... . .... . _ .. . . . ...... . 1 (j} 
Reserve 
. defined .. . ... . . . . . ....... . ..... I (a) 
Residents 
d ischarge of . ............. . .. .... 17 
payme nt by ............. • . . _ .. 22( 1) 
. recO\·ery of .................. 22(2) 
pri\·ale-home care, in . ... ....... 19(-t-) 
property o[, held in trust ...... .. .. 10 
go\·erning, regula lions re ..... . 30(1 )(e} 
unorganized territory, from ... ... .. 29 
Rest homes 
admissio11 to ........... . ..... . 16(2} 
. e lig ibility ...... . ....... 16(2) (a, b) 
. docume nts required .. . ... 16(2)(.c-g) 
committees of . . . . .. 8 (4) 
discharge from ... . ... ..... _ . . .. .. 17 
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AND REST HOMES 
ACT- Con. 
Rest homes-Con. 
. establishment of. .... • .... ...... 3(3) 
.. joint ........................ 3 (-1 ) 
Sewerage system 
connection of home to .......... 13( 1) 
Sites 
. approval of ................. 9(3), 12 
Staff 
administrator of, appointment 
of..... .. .... . ...... 11 (3) 
. rules governing, regulations 
re.. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. 30(1)(e) 
Tax 
. municipalities, by ....... . .. . ... 23(5) 
Territorial districts 
di vision of .... . ........... . .. . 30(2) 
homes in ....................... -1, 6 
. main tena nee of. . . .... . ........ 23 
. capital cost of . ..... .. ...... 24, 26 
mun.icipalities deemed not 
w1th111 ................ . ..... . 6 (3) 
unorganized, grants 
where . ...... .. .... 24(2), 27(2) , 29 
. regu\atious re .. ...... . . 30(1)(k, l) 
Towns, villages and townships 
rest homes established by ..... ... 3(3) 
. . joint. .... ................... 3(4) 
Trust 
. property of residents held in .. ..... 10 
Works 
agreements re ............... 13(1, 2) 
. connection Qf home to . ....... .. 13(3) 
HORSES 
See Animals; Life Stock. 
HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETIES ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 207 
Act 
. construction of .. .. ..... . .......... 2 
Affidavits 
. statements and information, re .. 13(3) 
Agreements 
organization of societies, for .... .4 1/ 1 
. . signatories to . ... ....... . . .. .4 ,; 2 
.. Superintendent, transmission 
to .............. . ....... .4 'ii -I 
Assets 
. board as trustee of. ... ....... .. 12(1) 
. debts paid out of .............. 12 (2) 
Auditors 
a ppointment of. .. .... . .... ... .4 i i 7 




debts of society paid by ....... 12{2) 
delincd ........................ l(a) 
meetings of. ... .................. 1-1 
. 'Society, of. determined uy ....... 16 
members of. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .+ ~ 8 
. liability of. ............. . . . .+ ~ 10 
trustees on dissolution ........ 12 (2) 
powers of ..................... 15 ( 1 l 
prizes withheld by...... . . . . . . . . . 22 
quorum ...................... 15(2) 
report of. . . . ................... I I 
secretary and treasurer, 
a ppointment of ......... ... . .4 .- 9 
vacancies in ... .. ........ . ... . . 15(3) 
Bond 
. treasurer, furnished by ........ 4,; 10 
By-laws and regulations 
. society, of. . . .... ......... .. ... . . 17 
. . membership, re ... ............ 8 (2) 
Cities 
. grants by ........ .. ... ..... ... .. 20 
. societies org<.nizcd in .. .. . ...... . 3 (2) 
Committees 
. board, of .....•. •• .. •.....•.. .4 -J 9 
Competitions 
. holding of ................... 9(1) (c) 
Counties 
. grants by ....................... 20 
Definitions . . . .... . .... . . . ........ 1 
Department 
. defined ... ........... ... . ... ... l(b) 
Disputes 
. settled by :\linistcr ................ 2 
Dissolution 
. deemed .. _ .. . .... . ............ 12 (1) 
. . assets, disposal of. .... .. ..... 12 (2) 
Evidence 
. hearing of .... . ... .... .......... 21 
Exhibitions 
. fraud at. ....................... 22 
. society, by .................. 9(1)(d) 
Expenditures 
. permitted purposes ...... ... .... 9 (3) 
. . amounts allowed .............. 9{2) 
Fees 
mcmbcrsh ip .......... .......... 8(3) 
. . corporations and partnerships .. 8{2) 
. signatories, payable by ......... 4 ._, 3 
. lreasu rcr, pa·d to ............. ..t i, 7 
Fiscal year 
. societies, of .................. .. 8(4) 
Flowers, shrubs and trees 
. distribution of ................ 9(1)(e) 
. exhibitions of. .... . .......... 9(!)(d) 
. planting of. ...... . .......... 9(1 )(b) 
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HORTICULTURAL S E C. 
SOCIETIES ACT-Con. 
Forms 
. financia l s t ate ments, or . . ....... - . 11 
Grants 
entit lement to .. . . . _. . . . _ ...... . 18 
. loss of ............. • ..... 9(3), 12(1) 
. municipal . . . . .. . .......... 20 
. payment of ......... .. ........... 18 
. spending o f ..... . .............. 9(2) 
Information 
. affidavit \'erifying .... • . _ ... .. __ 13(3) 
, fur11ishing of .................. 13(2) 
Inspection 
. books a nd accounts, of. ........... 21 
Meetings 
annual, ho lding or ........ .. ... 10(1) 
. failure to hold . .............. 12(1) 
. insufficient members at .. . .... 12 (1) 
. notice of_ ................... l 0 (2) 
. report p resented to __ ........... 11 
board, or ............ . ......... . . 14 
. by-laws and regulations ......... 17 
wh ich held .................... 16 
discussion a nd instructions, 
for ....................... 9 (l )(a) 
organizational, calling or ........ 4 ii 4 
officers e lected at ........... .4 ~ 7 
. q uorum at. . ... . ........... .4 iJ 6 
. repor t of .. _ . _ .............. 4 i1 11 
. when held ........ _ ... . . . _ .. 4 ii 5 
society, of, quorum at. ........ .4 fl 6 
. votes at ..................... 8 (5) 
Members-See also Membership 
. £ees of. ................... . .. 8(2, 3) 
. notice of meetings to . . ..... . ... 10(2) 
. statement of, sent to Minist er ... l 3(1) 
. vote, entitled to .... . ...... . .... 8 (5) 
M embership 
. entitlement to ..... .... . .... .. 8(1, 2) 
. feesfor ...................... 8(2,3) 
Minister 
affidavits required by .......... 13(3) 
defined .. ... . .................. I (c) 
d isputes re Act decided by ......... 2 
dissolution, directions re ........ 12(1) 
fiscal year authorized by ......... 8(4) 
form for statements approved by ... I 1 
grants. directions re .......... ... 9 (3) 
information required by .. _ ..... 13(2) 
inspection authorized by .......... 21 
meeting by, appro\'al for ....... 4 4 
society, declarat ion of, approved by .. 5 
societies combining, appro,•al of. _ . .. 6 
conditions set by ................ 7 
statements to ................. 13(1) 
Notice 
. annual meeting, of ... .......... 10(2) 
. board meeting, of ................ 14 
. organizational meeting, of ...... . 4 i~ 5 
Officers 
election of. ___ ... _ ............ 4 ii 7 
statements furnished by ...... 13(1, 2) 
. aff1da\'its by ................ 13(3) 




. members hip in society by . .. .... . 8(2) 
Periodicals 
. circula tion of. . .. . ..... . ... . . 9(1)(/) 
President 
. board, member o r .............. 4 ii 8 
. election of .... . ................ 4 i1 7 
. fi 11ancial st;.tement cert ified by .. 13(1) 
Quorum 
. board, of. ... . . . ..... . ........ 15(2) 
. meeting of societ y, a t. ........ .4 i1 6 
Report 
. a nnual m eetings, at . .. .......... . . 11 
. organizational meeting, of ...... 4 ii 11 
Secretary 
a ppointment of. ............... 4 ii 9 
bond fur nished b y ........... . 4 iJ 10 
. financia l s tatement cert ified by. 4 ,; 11 




. agreement, t o . .. ..... .. ....... 4 ii 2 
. . fees payable by ... . ....... . .. 4 1j 3 
Societies 
combining of ..................... 6 
. condit ions £or . . ............ . .... 7 
declared . . ..... . . ... . .. . .......... 5 
defined ............ .. ..... . . ... J (d) 
d issolut ion of ............... . . . ... 7 
object of .... . ............ . .... . 9(1) 
organization of, where permitted . . 3(1) 
. addit io n<1I ........... . ...... . 3(2) 
Statements 
affida,·its verifying ........ . .... 13(3) 
. financial . . . .. . ............. 11 
Superintendent 
agreements t ransmitted t o ...... 4 ' ] 4 
defined ....................... . . l (e) 
meeting a uthorized by . . ........ 4 'J 4 
d isposal of assets. d irected by .... 12(2) 
report sent to . . .............. 4 '1 11 
society declared b y .... . .. • ... . .. . . 5 
statemen t of assets to .......... 12(1) 
Towns, townships and villages 
. gra nts by ......... .. ............ 20 
. societies organized in ............ 3(1) 
Treasurer 
a ppointment of. ............... 4 1i 6 
bond fu rnished by . .......... .4 i i 10 
committees, on ................ 4 '1 9 
fees paid to ................... 4 ' i 
financial statement cer tified by .. l 3(1) 
Vice-presidents 
. election of . ................... 4 i: i 
. members of board, as ......... .4 i; 8 
Vote 
. members entitled to ............ . 8 (5) 
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. application of. ..... . ........ ... 2 ( I) 
Agreements 
. bargaining period extended by ... .4(2) 
Applications 
. certification of bargaining agent, 
for ............ ..... ........ . 9(2) 
. declaration union not bargaining 
agent, for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Arbitration 
. Arbitrations Act inapplicable to . 6 (3) 
. required ...................... 4 ( 1) 
Bargaining 
. required ... . . .......... ........... 3 
. time for, e.-:tension of. .......... , 4 (2) 
. union as agent for ........ . .. . ... .. 9 
Board of Arbitration 
assistants of, regulations re ...... 13(a) 
chairman of-See Chairman 
decision of ..... .. ... . .... ...... i (3) 
. expedicet.I. .... .... .......... 5(12) 
. how reached ........ ... ..... 5(15) 
duty of. ...................... . 6 ( 1) 
execution ordered by .. .......... 7 (6) 
jurisdiction of. ................. 6 ( 1) 
matters decided by . .... ........ 7 (4 ) 
members of- See Members of board 
notice of terms agreed on to ... ... 7 (3) 
powers of. .. .... . .. .. .. . .... .. 5( 16) 
proceedings not review able ....... 5 (6) 
proc.:dure of .................. 5( 13) 
. chairman to decide ........... 5(14) 
. regulations re .............. 13(c) 
seized of matters in dispute ....... 6(2) 
time for execution fixed by ....... 7 (5) 
,·acancies in .................... 5 (7) 
Chairman 
appointment of. ..... .. ......... 5(2) 
d~>cisions where no majority by .. 5( 15) 
failure to appoint ............ ... 5 (4) 
powers of. ................... 5( 16) 
procedure gO\·erned by . . ....... 5 ( 14) 
replacement of ...... ... .. ...... 5 (9) 
Collective agreement 
board, effected by .. . . .....•... . 7(6) 
failure to re.ach . ... .... .. ....... 7 (2) 
. bargaining, by ......... . ... .. ..t ( I ) 
. reasonable effort required ..... ... 3 
term of.... . . . . . . . . . . .. ....... 7 ( i ) 
. retroacti,·e ....... . .. .... ..... 7(8) 
time period for making .......... 4 (2) 
union part)' to . .. . ............. 9(2) 
when reached . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i ( I) 
Conciliation board 
. appointment of, after . .. .........•. 9 
. members on arbitration board ... 5(10) 
. report of, where released ......... . . 3 
Definitions .. . , , •. , . , , , .. , , .. . . , .... , I 
Employees-Sec Hospital Employees 
Employers 
Labour Relations Act applies to . . 2(2) 
. lock-outs by... . . . . . . ........ 8 
. notice of u nion to. ..... . . . .9 ( 1) 
which affected by Act. . ..... . .. 2(2) 
Employment 
. conditions of altering ..... .... . 10 
Evidence 
. admissibilitv, determination of . . 5( 1-! 
. board, heard a)'. . . . . . . . . ... 5(l3) 
Execution 
collecti,·e agreement, of .......... 7 (I ) 
failure to accomplish ............ 7(2 1 
. decision of board, after ........ 7(3) 
time limit fixed by board for .... . 7(5) 
. failure to accomplish ... .... ... 7(6) 
Expenses 
. payment of. ... . .............. .. . 12 
Forms 
. regulations re ................. I 3 ( d) 
Heating plant 
. deemed a hospital ............. 1 (3) 
Hospital employees 
. conditions of work altered by ...... 10 
defined .... ... .............. l (l )(b) 
Labour Relations Act applies to .. 2(2) 
strikes by .... . ..... ..... ....... .. 8 
union, represwted by . . ... ...... 9(1 ) 
which affected by Act .... .. ... .. 2(1) 
Hospitals-See also H ospital employees 
. defined .. . ......... ...... l(l)(a ), (3) 
Labour Relations Act 
collecti,·e agreements under ...... 7 (1 ) 
conciliation board under ........... 3 
definitions gc\'erned by .. . ...... I (2) 
mediator unc.er .. . ........ ........ 3 
members of board, poll'ers under . . 5(16) 
notice re unions, effect of ........... 9 
who affected by.. . . . . . . .......... 2 
Laundries 
. deemed hosp' ta ls .... . .... ...... I ( 3 ) 
Lock-outs 
. prohibited ..... ........... ... .. ... 8 
Mediator 
. appointment of, after .... .. ........ 9 
. report of, where released ... ...... . . 3 
Members of board 
appointment of... . . . . •...... 5(1, 2) 
. not re,·iewable . . . . . ........ 5 (6 ) 
. notice of... . . .. ... 5(5) 
chairman-Ste Chairman 
conciliation bcatd, pre\ iously on. 5(10) 
failure to appoint ............ 5(3, -t) 
interested i1l clisput.: ........ 5( 10, 11 ) 
remuneration, regulations re .... 13(b) 
replacement of ............... .. 5(S) 
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defined .............. . ...... l (I )(c) 
extensions of bargaining t ime by ... 4(2 ) 
members appointed by . . ... . .. 5(3, -!) 
. replacement .................. 5(8) 
. \'acancies, where ... .... .. ..... 5 (7 ) 
notice of appointments to ........ 5(5) 
Notice 
appointment of members of ...... 5(5) 
. board, to, terms agreed upon, of.. 7 (3) 
. not gh·en, where .......... . ..... 7(4) 
. employees represented by union, 
that ....... . ... .. .......... . . .. 9 
Offences ....... ........ . .. .... ..... 11 
Parties 
arbitration required of .... ..... .... 4 
bargaining by ..................... 3 
board notified by .......... . .... 7(4) 
collecti\·e agreement reached by .. 7(1) 
. execution by . ... . ... .. ....... 7(2) 
. some terms agreed on by. . 7(3) 
conditions of employment 
a ltered by ...... ... ......... . .. I 0 
defined ............ . . ...... . ... I (d) 
failure to execute by .......... 7 (3, 6) 
member~ of board appointed by. S( J, 3) 
. notice by . . ..... ... .... ...... 5(5) 
report issued to ................... 3 
Power plant 
. deemed a hospital ........ . . ..... 1(3) 
Regulations . .. ... . .......... . ...... 13 
Strikes 
. prohibited ........................ 8 
fime 
agreement after decision of board, 
for .... ... ........ . ......... 7(3) 
appointment of board, for ....... S(J) 
bargaining, allowed for .......... 4 (1) 
. extensions. . . . . . 4(2) 
board, before appointment of. .... 5(1) 
:\l inister, by. . ........ 5(3) 
. third member . . . . . . . . . .. . ... 5(2) 
. execution, allowed for ......... 7 (2) 
. decision of board, after .... .... 7(3) 
Trade unions 
conditions of employment altered, 
consent to .. . . ...... . ........ . 10 
Laliour Rt·lations Act applies to .. 2(2 ) 
which alTected by Act. ......... 2(1 ) 
HOSPITAL SERVICES 
COMMISSION ACT 
Vol. 21 Chap. 209 
Accounts 
. tuberculosis and mental illness, 
Act 
where .... .. . ........... . ... 29(-l) 
. priority of. ...... ... ............. 12 




. establish ment of 8 ...... . .. ..... 8(a) 
Agreements 
condition, for . .... . .. ............ 13 
foreign hospitals, with ....... 14( l ) (g) 
pension and welfare plan, for ... . . 6(-l) 
plan, for operation of. .. ... . . 14(1) (d) 
Audit 
. books an.d rcc;ords, of ............. l 0 
Board 
defined ........ . ............... 1 (a) 
function of .................... 18(1) 
. carrying out, regulations re. 20(2) (J) 
premiums paid to fun d by . . . .. . 18(2) 
regulations by .... ........... 20(2 , 3) 
Books and records 
. Commissior:, of, a ud it of ....... . .. 10 
. inspection of. ............... 14(1) (j ) 
Borrowing 
. Commission, by .. . . . .... . .. . 14( l )(i) 
By-laws 
schools of nursing, of ........... 17(1) 
. appro\·al of. . . .... .. ....... . 17(3) 
. regulations re ............. 20 (1 )(n) 
. submitted to Commission .. . .. 1 7(2) 
Chairman 
. Commission, of. . ..... . ......... 3(2) 
. . absence of. ... ..... .......... 3(4) 
Charges 
. control of. ................. 1-l(l)(J) 
. tuberculosis or mental illness, 
where ... .. . .... ......... 29(2, 3) 
Claims 
payment of prohibited, 
regulations re ............. 20 (1)(g) 
.. Commission, to, regulations 
re ................... 20(1)(k) 
Commission 
composition ....... . .......... 3(1, 2) 
continuation .......... . ........... 2 
defined ..... ... ................ l (b) 
di\'isions, establish ment of .......... 8 
functions 
hospitnls, re .................... 7 
. plan, re .. . .......... ..... . . . .. 14 
membcrs-S/'c Members of 
Comrr.ission 
quorum .......................... 5 
Contracts 
. regulations re ............... 20(1)(/) 
. supplementary benefits, for, 
rcg11hnio11s re.. . . . . . ..... 20(2 ) ( e) 
Contribution 
agreements ~or ............... . ... 13 
cost of plan , to ........ .. .. . ...... 13 
retirement benefits for, transfer 
of. .......................... 6(7) 
supcrannu<1tion bcncrits, for ... .. , 6(3) 









. Co111n11ss1on a .................... 2 
. liability of .................... 24(.3) 
. pre111iu111s by, failure to rc111it. ..... 25 
Costs 
. schedule of, regulations re .... 20(1 ){j) 
Credits 
lea,·e of absence charged against. .6(8) 
retire111ent fund, transfer or .... 6 (i ) 
superannuation ................. 6 (3) 
'acation and sick lea,·e ....... 6(5)(11) 
. pa)ment of ................ 6(5){b) 
. tra11~£er of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 (6) 
Definitions ............ I, 20(1)(c), 29(1) 
Directors 
. corporations of, liability of. .. 24(3), 25 
Divisions of Commission 
establishmen t or .. ''' .. ' ... ' ...... 8 
Employees-Sec Officers and employees 
Evidence 
. infor111atio11 re patient as .......... 28 
. testimony by Commission 
111embcrs . .. .. .. . . . .. ..... 2 i ( I ) 
Fines 
. dispo5ition of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Forms 
. prescribing of. .............. 1-1{1 )(/1) 
Functions of Commission 
. hospitals, re ....... .. ............. i 
. plan, re ............... .......... 1-1 
Fund 
. premiums paid into . ........... 18(2) 
. regulations re .......... .•... 20(1 )(o) 
Future hospital expenses 
. delincd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I (c) 
Grants 
. hospitals, to............. . . i (c) 
. regulations re ............... 20(1 )(/) 
. training. for ................... 15 
H ea! th facilities 
. disposal or . ......... ............. 19 
. grants for work in ................ 15 
. loansfor\\'orkin ......... ........ 16 
. providing or ... ' . .... . ' ...... i(a, b) 
Hospital accounting 
. clivi~ion or, establishment of. ..... B(d) 
Hospital care insurance 
amounts paid under ......... 1-l(l )(c) 
. contribution for...... ...... . . . . 13 
. division of, establishment or ...... 8(e) 
. plan-Su Plan 
premiums-See Premiums 
Hospital consultant services 
. division or, establishment or. .... 8 (cJ 
Hospital Planning Division 
. establishment or ......... ....... 8 (b) 
Hospital Services Commission Fund 
-Sec Fund 
Hospitals 
agr('C111en 1s with foreign... . . 1-1(1}( g) 
admission .ind discharg.:, 
regulations re ............ 20(1 )(e) 
apprO\·al of, n·gulations re .... 20(1 )(c) 
charl{es by. .. . . . . . 1-~(I )(f), 29(2, .3 ) 
defined.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29(1) 
grants for....... ......... . .. i(c) 
1><"> men ts tc·.... . . . . . . . . . . 1-1(1 ){c) 
providing of..... . . . . . . . i(u) 
standards of.... .. . .. . .. 1-1(1 )(b) 
. regulation:, re ............ 20(1J(d 
Inspection 
. books and records, of ........ 1-1(1 )(j 
.. medical... .. .... 1-l(l)(k) 
. facilities, or .. '' ........... 1-l( l)(b) 
Inspectors 
. appointment of .. ........... 1-1(1 )(j ) 
. obstruction or' ' .................. 23 
Insurance-See Hospital care insurance 
Insured persons 
. classes of, regulations re .... . 20(2)(b} 
. insuring of, -cgulations re .... 20(2){u) 
. tu~rculosisor mental illnc~>;. with . . 29 
Insured service> 
con tracts for. rcgula t ions re ... 20(1 ) (f) 
cost not paid by insurers ... : .20(l)(g) 
payment for, withholding of .. 1-1{1 )( l ) 
payment to Commission for .. 20(1)(k) 
providing of. ............... 1-l( l )(g) 
Job classifications 
. officers and employees, or' .. '' 6(1)(a) 
Leave of absence 
. grant or .......... •... ' ..... ' . 6 (8) 
Liability 
. Commission. of.. .. . .. ........ 21 
. corporations, of... . ..... 21(3), 25 
. member;; of Commis::.ion, of. .... 2i(2) 
Loans 
. regulations re . . . . . . . • . 20( I )(111) 
. training, for. . . . . . . . . . . . I 6 
Members of Commission 
appointment of. . ........... . ... 3 (2) 
chairman-See Chairman 
n umber c:>f ..................... 3(1) 
remunera tio11 of ................ 3 (3) 
vice-cha irn1r.n-S<·e Vice-chairman 
Mental illness 
. hospital care insurance where .. 29(2, 3) 
. . accounts l:cpt . . ......... 29(-1) 
Minister 
. by-la\\'S rcccmmcmlcd lo . . . . . .17(3) 
. defined. . . . . . . .. •..... .. I (d) 
Money 
. Commi~sion, required by ...... . .... 9 
custody of. securit>' for ......... . 6(9) 
received and disbursed by 
Commission .............. H (l )(e) 









. costs to, regulations re ....... 20(2)(c) 
Offences and penalties 
. bcnclits 'nongfully recci'"cd ... .. .. 22 
. obstruction of inspccLOr or 
medical practitioner ........... . 23 
. \"iola tions of Act ................. 2+ 
Officers and employees 
job classifications of. .. . ..... . 6( 1 )(a) 
lea\"e of absence granted to . . ... . 6\8) 
retirement benefits of ........... 6(7) 
salary ranges for .... .. ....... 6(1 ) (a) 
security gi,·cn by .......... ... .. 6(9) 
superannuarion benefits of .... . .. 6(3) 
supplemenLary benelits to ..... 6(1 )(b) 
terms of employment of . . ... ... . 6(2) 
transferred .... . .. . ............. 6(4) 
Ontario Hospital Association 
. s tall of, transfer from ........... 6 (+) 
Ontario Hospital Services Commission-
Sc1· Commission 
Past hospital expenses 
. defined ............... . ......... l (e) 
Pension artd welfare plan 
. officers and employees, for ....... 6(4) 
Plan 
ndministercd by Commission . . 14(1 )(a) 
agree111e11ts. LO operate ....... 14(l ) (d) 
contribution to ... ....... . ...... . 13 
establishing, regulations re ... 20(1 )(a ) 
panicipntion in, regulations 
re . ....... .. . ............ 20(2) (d) 
Premiums 
. collected by Board ... ... ....... 18(1) 
. failure to remit .................. 2.5 
. regulations re ............... 20(2) (a) 
Private Hospitals Act 
. administered by Commission .... . 7 (/) 
Public Hospitals Act 
. administered by Commission . . ... 7(/) 
Quorum 
. Cum1nissio11, of . .. ....... ....... . . .5 
R egulations 
. Board, by ............. . . .... .. 20(2) 
. Commission, by .. .. . .. ........ 20(1 ) 
. delined .......... ...... . . . ..... 1 (/) 
. limiLations on ........ . .. .. .... 20(3) 
Remuneration 
officers a nd 1:m1)loyccs, of. ... . ... 3 (3) 
Repor t 
. Commission, of.. . ........ . . .. .. I I 
R esearch and statistics 
. Commission by ..... . ...... ... ... 7 (c) 
didsion of, establishment of. ..... 8(/) 
Salary ranges 
. officer~ 11nd employees, ur . .... 6(1 )(b) 
Schedule 
. costs, or. n.:gulations re ....... 20(1 )(jJ 
Schools of nursing 
by-laws of .......... . ..... ...... . 17 
. amendment or ............... 17(2) 
. apprornl of ............. .... 17 (3) 
. regulations re ............. 20(1)(n) 
disposal of. ...... .. ... . .. ........ 19 
grants to ........................ 15 
loans to . ....... . ...... . .. • ..... . 16 
Security 
. Commission. given by ...... . . 14(l)U) 
. g i \'ing or ... . ................... 6 (9) 
Sick leave credits-See Credits 
Staff members 
. transrer of . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6(4) 
Standards 
. g1werning of. ....... . . ..... 1-l(l )(b) 
. regulations re .... . . ..... . ... 20(1)(d) 
Subrogation 
. Commission. of, regulations 
re .. .. ..... ... . . . ...... 20(1) ( fi, i) 
Superannuation benefits 
. officers and employees, of ........ 6(3) 
. retirement fund cr edits transrerred 
to . .. .. ........ .. . .......... 6(6) 
Training 
. centres pirovided for ............. 7 (d) 
. grants fo r .... ............. . ..... 15 
. loans ror . . ... . . . .. .. ..... . ... ... 16 
Tuberculosis 
. hospital care insurance where .. 29(2, 3) 
.. accounts kept ............. . . 29(4) 
Vacancies 
. cha irman, in office of. .... ... .... 3(4) 
. fil ling of. ..... . . ........ . ..... . ... 4 
Vacation credits-See Credits 
Vice-Chairman 
. Commisston, of. ..... . ... ....... 3(2} 
. duties of .............. . ..... .. . 3(-l ) 
HOSPITALS 
Sec 1\mbulancc :\ct ; Cancer 1\ ct; 
Charitable Institutions Act; 
Children's \k·ntnl l lospitals Act; 
Community Psychiatric I los-
pitals r\ ct; I lospital Labour Dis-
putes ,\rbitrat ion t\ct; 1 lospital 
Sen-ices C.)Jl1mission Act; 1 los-
pita!san<l Charitable Institutions 
Inquiries Act; ;\lcntal Health 
1\ ct; :\lcntal Hospitals Act; 
'.\'urses Act; ).'ur,;ing Homes /\ct; 
Ontario ;\lcntal I ll·alth Founda-
tion ~\ct; !'repaid Jlospital and 
;'dental Services Act; Private 
I lospicals Act; P rivate Sanitaria 
!\ c-t; l 'uulic l lealth Act; Public 
llospitals Act; Sanatoria for 
Consumpt j,·es J\ct; Venereal Dis-
eases l'rc,·cntion 1\ ct. 
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Vol. 2, Chap. 210 
Commission 
. appointment. .. ...... .... . . ....... 1 
Public Inquiries Act 
. application ... . ........... . ....... 2 
HOTEL FIRE SAFETY 
ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 211 
Appeals 
. Fire .tllarshal, from ............. 23(3) 
. order, from .. ..... . ... •..... ... 23(2) 
Applications 
. court, to ................... . .. 23(3) 
. failure to prosecute ............ 23(4) 
Approaches 
. stairways, to ....... . . . ........... 9 
Balconies 
obstruction of .................... 14 
. railings, requirements or ........ . ... 7 
. stairways with ......... ..... .... 3 (2) 
. width of ............ . ............. 6 
Barriers 
. smoke-proof. ............. .. ... 20(1) 
Bedrooms 
. notices in ....................... 13 
Boiler rooms 
. requirements .......... . ......... 16 
By-laws 
. municipal, effect of act on ......... 2 7 
Construction 
appro, ·al of, regulations re ...... 26(a) 
. materials, regulations re ...... 26(b, c) 
. made of, regulations re . ... .... 26(b·~) 
Decorations 
. regulations re ................. 26(g) 
Definitions ........... . . . . ........... 1 
Detection system 
fire fighter unnecessary where .... . . 18 
. ordered by inspector ........... 20(2) 
. watchman n ot required where ...... 17 
Doors 
elevator ......................... 15 
exterior stairways, beneath ....... 5(1) 
. opening to .... ..... .......... 5 (3) 
fire-See Fire doors 
metal-clad, where required ....... 5(1) 
obstruction of ...... . ........... . . 14 
rota ting . .............. . ......... l 0 
Elevators 
. requirements re .................. 15 
H OTEL FIRE SAFETY SEc. 
ACT- Con. 
Exhibits and displays 
. regulations re ... , .......... , .. 26(!) 
Exit signs 
. directional ...... .. . .. . ....... .. ... 4 
. electric ........... . ........... 11 {2) 
. location ...................... 11 {3) 
. requirements .................. 11 ( l ) 
Exits 
. notice of. . . . ............. . ..... 13 
. obstructions o[ ....... . ..... .... .. 14 
Fire alarms 
. requirements ........... . ..... . .. 19 
Fire Department 
. dutytoc<tll. .. ................. . . 21 
. holds in municipalities with .. ..... 18 
Fire-doors 
. defined . ......... . ............. ! {a) 
. where required . ................ _ . 16 
Fire-escapes 
. smoke-proof stairway, in lieu of. .. 3(2) 
Fire fighters 
• training or I regulations re• • • .. • • 26(i) 
. where required ......... . ....... . . 18 
Fire M arshal 
appeal of order to ............. . 23 (2) 
appeal to court [ rom . .. ....... . 23{3) 
approval o[ construction, 
regulntions re .. ... .......... 26(a) 
defined ........................ l (b) 
request for dismissal of 
application by . .............. 23 (4) 
Fire-resistive construction 
boiler and furnace rooms, of ...... . 16 
defined ........................ 1 (c) 
hotels, wh.erc required of. ........ 2 (1) 
smoke-proo[ barriers in lieu of. __ 20(1) 
sprinkler or detection system in 
lieu of._ .................... 20(2) 
stairways of ................. 3(3, 4) 
Fire-walls 
. defined ............ . ........... 1 {d) 
. where required .... . ..... . ..... . 2 (2) 
Fires 
. reporting of ...... . ............. _ 21 
Floor plans 
. displaying of. .................... 13 
Furnace rooms 
. requirements .............. • _ ... . 16 
Grade 
. defined . . ....... .. .............. l (c) 
Hotel 
. defined ........ .. .. . ........... I (f) 
Hotel keepers 
. appeals by .................. 23(2, 3) 
. . fail ure to prosecute ........ . . 23(4) 
. hazards remedied by .......... .. .. 22 
Housekeeping 
. regulations .re ................. 26(!J.) 
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. defined . ...... . ..... .. .. . ...... 1 (g) 
. elevators, for . . .. . ... ..... . ..... . 15 
. passageways, in ................ . .. 8 
Inspectors 
appeal from . . ........ . . . ..... . 23(2) 
appointmen t of. . . . . ........... . . 25 
counter-balanced permitted by .. .4(2) 
defined ................... . . . .. 1 (h) 
detection system ordered by .. . .. 20(2) 
fire-escapes permitted by . . ..... . 3(2) 
orders of .......... . ........... 23(1) 
. disobedience of. ..... . ....... 24(1) 
remo, ·al of hazards d irected by ..... 22 
smoke-proof barriers ordered by. 20(1) 
sprinkler system ordered by ..... 20(2) 
Landings-See Balconies 
Notice 
. fire safety rules, of ............... 13 
Offences and penalties ... . . . ..... . . . . U 
Openings 
. stairways, to .. .. . . ... . ........ _ 5(3) 
. stairways, beneath exterior . .... 5(1 , 2) 
Panic bolt 
. defined .............•... . •... . . 1 (i) 
where required . ........ .. ...... 5(3) 
Passageways 
. requirements re ......... . ..... . ... 8 
Railings 
. requirements of ............... . . . . 7 
Regulations 
. authorized ................... _ . .. 26 
. defined . ................. ...... l (j) 
Self-closing 
. defined . . ...................... l(k) 
Signs-See Exit signs 
Smoke-proof 
. barriers, where required ........ 20(1) 
. de tined ... ............. _ . .. .... l ( l) 
. stairways . . .... . ........ .... __ . 3(2) 
Sprinkler systems 
fire-fighter, in lieu of. ............. 18 
ordered by inspector ........... 20(2) 
passagewa}'S, in .... .. ... .......... 8 
stairways, where no direct egress 
by .......................... 3(7) 
watchman, in lieu of .............. 17 
Stairways 
approaches to .......... ... ..... _ . _ 9 
balconies and landings of. .......... 6 
constructed as of 1948 . . ......... 3(3) 
direct c~ress not provided, where .. 3(7) 
doors opening to ......... . ...... 5(3) 
existing in 1948 ................. 3(2) 
exterior 
ground, extending to ..... ..... 4(2) 
height of .................... .4 (I ) 
obstruction of ............... . .. H 
railings of, , , . , , , , , , ........ , ... 7 
Stairways-Con. 
fire-resistive const ruction, of ..... 3(4) 
. where required ..... . ......... 3(3) 
location of. . . ..... . .......... . 3(1} 
number of ......•..... . .... . .. _ 3(1) 
open ... ...................... . 3(4} 
smoke-proof. ... . . .. . ..... _ ... 3(2, 3) 
width requirements of . .......... 3 (5) 
. place of assem).)ly, where ..... . . 3(6) 
windows opening to ..... . ....... 5(3) 
Storey 
. defined ................... .. .. . l (m) 
Watchman 
. nigh t, where required ..... . ... .. .. 17 
Windows 
opening to sta irways, 
requirements of. .............. 5 (3) 
. wired glass, where required ... . : .. 5 (1) 
HOTEL REGISTRATION 
OF GUESTS ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 212 
False registration 
. penalty to guest. . . . . . .. . .. . . ..... .4 
. penalty to manager of hotel ........ 3 
Guests 
. registering falsely , pena lty .. . . . . .... 4 
Hotel 
. defined ..................... ... ... 1 
. register to be kept .........• . ...... 2 
M anager of hotel 
penalties 
_ fail ure to keep r egister ..... . _ ... . 3 
. . fa ilure to post room rates ...... 5(2) 
. . permitting false registration ...... 3 
Penalties . . ................. . . 3, 4, 5(2) 
Register 
. entry ............ . ............ . .. 2 
. failure to kc~p. penalty ............ 3 
Room rates 
. failure to post notice, penalty .... 5 (2) 
. notice to be posted ... . ......... . 5 (1) 
HOTELS 
See Department of Tourism and 
I nformat ion Act; llotel F ire 
Safety Act; l-lotel Registration 
of Guests Act; Innkeepers Act; 
Liquor Control Act; Liquor 
Licence Act. 
HOUSING 
See Elderly Persons Housing Aid 
Act; Housing Development Act ; 
Ontario I lousing Corporation 
Act; Rural !lousing Assistance 
Act. 
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DEVELOPMENT ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 213 
Administration of Act 
. costs of ... .. .. . ..... .. . .. . .. . . .. 11 
. responsibility for ... . . . . . ... . .... . 12 
Advances 
Corporation, to ................ 13(3) 
Lieutenant Governor in Council, 
by" .. .. .............. . . 2(1) (b-d) 
. use of land where . . ........... 2(2) 
municipalities, by ................. S 
regulations re . . ........ . .. . ... 1-!(a) 
Advisory committees 
. appointment of ..... • ............ .4 
Agreements 
corporation, contribution by ..... 8(1) 
. power to enter ............... 8(2) 
municipalilics, contribution 
by . .. .................. . 17(1)(a ) 
. use of land re ............. 17(1)( b) 
joint projects, re ................ 6 (1) 
. municipalit ies entering ........ 6(5) 
Bonds 
. corporation, issued by ...... . ... 13(1) 
. . purchase and guarantee of . . .. 13(2) 
Building development 
advances for . . ......... .. .. 2(1)(b-d) 
. municipalities, by .... .... ....... 5 
authorities, regulations re ....... 14(b) 
defined . .......... . ...... . . . ... 1 (a) 
inquiries re ............ .. .. 9(2)(b)(i ) 
Joans guaranteed for ........ 2(1)(a -d ) 
Building development corporation 
advances to . .. ..... .. ..... 2(1) (/;-d) 
. municipa Ji ties, by ....... . ....... 5 
defined ..... . .. . .. . ............ l(b) 
guarantee of loans to ....... 2(1)(a-d) 
Contribution 
. corporations, by ....... . . . .... .. 8(1) 
. municipalities, by ........... 17(1) (a) 
Corporations 
Housing Corporation Ltd.-See 
H ousing Cor poration Ltd. 
housing development managed 
by ... . . . ......... . . . . .. 9(2)(b)(ii) 
. fees . ................ . ....... 9(4) 
inq uiries by ............... 9(2)(/,)(i) 
. expenses of .......... ....... .. 9 (3) 
joint projects carried out by . . ... 6(2) 
. contribution towards ............ 8 
moneys req uired by .. . .. .. . ..... 6 (4) 
units leased out by ... . ....... 9(2)(a) 
Debentures 
corporation, issued by ... . ...... 13(1) 
. purchase and guarantee of .... 13(2) 
municipalities issued by 
. building development for .... . .... 5 
. joint projects, for ............. 6(5) 






. joint projects, for ..... . . ........ 7 (1) 
. . powers of. .. . . . . . . .. ......... 7 (2) 
.. procedure ... . .. . . .. .. .... .. .. 7(3) 
Family of low income 
. defined .......... . . . . ....... . .. 9 (1) 
Fees 
. management of housing 
development, for . .......... ... 9 (4) 
. . regulations re . ....... . .. . .. . 14 (c) 
Grants 
house building industry, to 
assist . ... .. ............. . .. . 3( b) 
housing development, for ..... 2(1)( e) 
regulations re .............. . .. 14(a) 
research, for . . ... .. . ............ 3(a) 
Guarantees 
Lieutenant Governor in Council, 
by ..... . ................ 3(l ) (a-d) 
. municipality, by ..... .. ........ . . . 5 
. province, by ... . .............. 13 (2) 
. regulations r~ ..... . . . ... . . . ... 14 (a) 
H ousing Corporation Ltd . 
advances to ........... . ....... 13(3) 
. bonds and debentures issued by .. 13 (1) 
. . purchase er guarantee of ... ... 13 (2) 
Housing development 
. managed bycorporation .... 9(2)(b)(ii) 
Housing projects 
contribution for ............. li (l )(a) 
defined .......................... 15 
joint-See Joint pr ojects 
land for . . . . . .. .... . .... ...... .. . 16 
. agreements re . ........... 17(1)(b) 
temporary ...................... . 18 
Housing units 
. leasing of. .... . .. . ........ 9(1)(2) (a) 
. rehabilitation of .... .. . .... 2(1)(c, d) 
Inquiry 
. corporation by ......... . .. 9(2) (b) (i) 
. . expenses of .. . ............. ... 9(3) 
Joint projects 
corporations to carry out ........ 6(2) 
. contributions by .. . ......... . . &(1) 
expedited ................... . .. 6(9) 
expropria tion for ... . ............ _. 7 
municipalities in ............ . . .. 6(5) 
purposes ... . . . . . . .. ... .. . ..... . 6 (I) 
Land 
corporation dealing with ......... 6(2) 
expropriation of ......... . ... . ... .. 7 
housing projects, for .... . .... . . 16(1) 
adjacer1t municipalities in .... . 16(2) 
. agreements re ... . ........ 17(1)(b) 
. consideration for .. .. .. .. ..... 16( 4) 
. l\l unicipal Act applied ........ 16(3) 
tenants, occupied by ............ 6(7) 
use of, restricted .. . ............. 2(2) 




SEC. HUMAN TISSUE ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 214 
S EC. 
Loans 
. guaranteed-Sec guarantees 
Ma intenance cost 
. delincd .... .. ................. 17(2) 
Minister 
;idvisory committees appointed by . . A 
defined .............. .. . . ..... . l(c) 
expropriation by .... .. ...... . ... 7(1) 
. powers of. ........ .. ... . , .... 7(2) 
. procedure .................... 7(3) 
grants by ............... . .. ..... . 3 
land trans;ictionsapproved by. 16(1, 2) 
temporary housing approved by .... 18 
Moneys 
advances of ............... 2 (1 )( b-d) 
corporntion, required by ......... 6 (4) 
loan of, guarantee of ........ 2(l)(a-d) 
municipalities, for joint projects .. 6(5) 
province, furnished by .... .. ..... 6(3) 
Municipalities 
advances by .... .. ...... . . . . . ..... 5 
contribution by ............. l 7(1)(a) 
debentures issued by ............... 5 
corporation fees paid to . . ....... 9(4) 
inquiry requested by .. . .... 9(2) ( b) (i) 
. expenses ... . .. . .............. 9(3) 
joint agreements, entering . . ..... 6(5) 
land for housing projects dealt 
with by .................... 16(1) 
. adjacent municipalities, in . . .. 16(2) 
. agreements re .. . . . ....... 17(1)(b) 
. consideration for ... .. ..... ... 16(4) 
. M unicipal Act arplies ........ 16(3) 
payments in lieu o taxes to ...... 6(6) 
. distribution of ... .. .......... 6(10) 
projects expedited by .. . ........ 6(9) 
requests to corporations by .... 9(2)(b) 
temporary housing by ............ 18 
Province 
advances to corporation by ..... 13(2) 
expropriation by .. . ............... 7 
moneys furnished by ............ 6(3) 
. corporations, for ..... . ........ 6(4) 
payment in lieu of taxes by ...... 6(6) 
purchase and guarantee of notes 
by ......................... 13(2) 
Regulations ........ .. ......... . .... 14 
School boards 
. payments in lieu of taxes, 
distribution to ............... 6 (10) 
Taxes 
land occupied by tenants, on ..... 6(7) 
.. payments in lieu of ........ 6(6, 10) 
. land, for debts of municipalities .. 6(5) 
. inclu<led in maintenance cost .... 17(2) 
Tenants 
assessment roll, deemed on . . .. .. 6(10) 
land occupied by ............... 6(7) 
voting rights not affected . ....... 6(8) 
Act 
. effect of ............ . ..... . , ..... . 8 
Administrative bead of hospital 
. use of body authorized by . .... . . 2(1) 
Authorization 
authority to give, sufficiency of ..... 6 
. exceptions ...................... 7 
death imminent, where . . . 5(1) 
death in hospital, where . ....... . 2(2) 
death outside hospital, where ....... 3 
request not made, where ....... . ... 4 
Bodies 
. lawful dealings with . ...... , . ... .. . 8 
. unclaimed, deJi,·er y of ... . ...... . 2(2) 
Coroner 
. notice to ... .. . . . .... . ...... •. . . 5 (2) 
Death 
. hospital, in ............ ... ... ... . . 2 
. hospital, outside ............ . . . . . . 3 
. imminent and inevitable ........ . 5(1) 
Definitions . .. .. ..... .. ........ . ..... 1 
Donor 
. death in hospital of ..... . ..... .. ... 2 
. death outside hospital of ........... 3 
. defined ................ . ....... l(a) 
Hospital 
administrative head of-See 
Administrati.ve head of hospital 
. death of donor in ..... . .... . . . ..... 2 
Inquest 
. a ut hority af.ected by . .. ....... .. 7 (3) 
Local inspector of anatomy 
bodies taker and delivered by . . .. 2(2) 
Notice 
. coroner, to . . ....... . ... ... ... . 5(2) 
. local inspector of anatomy, to ... . 2(2 ) 
Person lawfully in possession of the b<>dy 
. authorization by ....... . .... . . . . J, 4 
. defined ...... . ........ . .... . . .. E( b) 
Request 
incapable of being made ........ . 5(1) 
not made, where .... . ........ . .... 4 
withdrawn ......... .. ...... .. .. 7(1) 
HUNTER DAMAGE 
COMPENSATION ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 216 
Applications 
. compensation, for .. . ..... . . . .. .. 3(1) 
. regulations re ...... .. .... .. .. S(c, d) 
Compensation 
. a pplications for ........ . ........ 3 (1) 
payment of ..••......... . ...... 3(2) 
. limitations on .... . .. .. ...... . 3(J) 
. insurance, reduced by .. .. ..... 3(4) 
. regulations re .. . ........... 5( b, e) 
Definitions . ....... .. ... . ... . . , .•...• 1 
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. regulations re . .. . ... .. .. ....... S (a ) 
Forms 
. regulations re . ... .. . .... .... . . . 5 (/) 
Insurance 
. compensation reduced by 
amount of. ... .. . .... ... . . ... 3 (4) 
Live stock 
. death or injury to . . ..... . ...... 3(1) 
. defined .. ... .. . . ... . .. • . .... ... 1 (a) 
Minister 
application made to ... ........ . . 3(1) 
compensation paid by ... . ... . .. . 3 (2) 
. insurance applied aga inst by . . . 3 (4) 
defined . .... . ... . . . . . ....... .. . 1 (b) 
subrogation of. ... . ... . .. . .. . .. . 3 (S) 
Moneys 
. where pa id from ... .. .. . .. . .. .. ... 4 
Regulations 
. authorized . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . ....... 5 
. defined .. . . .... .. ... . .. . . . ..... l (c) 
Subrogation 
. Minister, of .. . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 (5) 
Valuers 
. appointmen.t of .. . ... . . .. . . . . .. . .. 2 
. duties, regulations re . . ... . .... . . 5 (g) 
HUNTING 
See Game and Fish Act; Hunter 
Da mage Compensation Act; Wolf 
and Bear Bounty Act. 
HYPNOSIS ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 216 
Act 
. administration . . . ... . . ........ .... 1 
. exceptions from application .. .. .. ... 3 
Investigations 
. appointment of officer ......... . . 1 (I) 
. powers of officer ... . .... . . ... . . . 1 (2) 
Limitation 
. prosecutions . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . .. . ... 6 
Medical Officer of Health 
. appointment . . ... . ..... .. . . . . .. 1(1) 
. powers . . . . .. .. . . . . . ...... . .. . . I (2) 
Penalties 
. contravention of Act .... . .... . . .... 5 
Prohibition of hypnosis 
. exceptions .. .. ... .. .. . .. . .... .... . 3 
. general prohibition . .. .. • . .. .. . .. . . 2 
Prosecutions 
. limitation .. ..... .. .. . . .......... . 6 
Regulations 
power of Lieutenant Governor 
in Council . . , • . •.... . , . .••.... • . 4 
ILLEGITIMATE CHILD SEc. 
See Child Welfa re Act ; Devolut ion 
of Estates Act; Legit imacy Act ; 
:.\latcrnity Boarding Houses Act. 
INCOME TAX ACT 
Vol. 2, Chap. 217 
See also Corporat ions Tax Act . 
Act 
. administra t ion . .... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 26 
. construct ion . ...... . ... . .... . . . 1 (S) 
Adjustment payments 
. non-agreeing province, reciprocit y .. 52 
Affidavits 
. Department officers', evidence . . .4 7 {9) 
. taking a nd receiving . . . . .. .. ... 26{4) 
Agents 
. corpora tion , liability for offence . . .. 45 
Agreeing province 
. defined .. ...... . .. .... ...... 1(1) , 1 
Agreement 
. wa iver of tax withholding, 
voidance . ..... .. . . . . . ...... 34(10) 
Amendment 
. collection agreement, authority . .48 (2) 
Amount 
. defined . . ... . . . ... . ... .. . ... 1(1) '2 
Annuities 
. withholding tax . . . . ... ... ... 10(1) (!) 
Appeal 
decision on objection .. . .. .... . ... 20 
deemed action . . .... .. . .. .. 22(1), 24 
disposal .. . . ... . . . . . 21(4, 5) , 22(3, 4) 
hearing in camera . . .... . . .. . . . ... 23 
pleadings ... .. ...... . ... . . . ... 22(2) 
proof of no ...... . ... . .. ... .. .. 47(8) 
reply . .. . . .. . . ... .... . ... 21 (1, 3 , S) 
Armed forces-See Members of 
Canadian Forces 
Assessment 
averaging re farmers and 
fisherme n . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... .. . . S(S) 
date, proof .... ... .. . . . . . .. ... 47(13) 
defined . ... . . . . .... . ... . . . . . 1(1) ~ 3 
delinquent tax withholder . . . . . .. 34(8) 
irregula rities or errors not 
inva lidating . ... . . . ...... . ... .. 25 
objection to .. . . . .. ... . .. . ... . ... 19 
rules .... . .. .... . ....... ..... ... . . 9 
Assignees 
. returns . .. . ... . ............ . . .. 7 (3) 
Audit 
. books a nd records ... .. . ...... . 36(1) 
Averaging of income 
. farmers and fishermen .... . ........ 5 
Avoidance of tax 
. suspected, payment . . .. . ...... . 13(2) 
